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“Richard Bercuson has made a real contribution to awareness and
men's health by tackling an important subject with wit and flair. In these
pages, he manages to humanize the experience of being diagnosed and
treated for prostate cancer, while at the same time reducing the mystery and
fear that too often surround this increasingly common disease. This is not
only an entertaining read, but also a cautionary tale: men at risk must be
tested, but must also know that after successful treatment, life can go on as
before.” - Allan Rock, President, University of Ottawa, former federal
Minister and UN Ambassador, and a prostate cancer survivor
"The threat of prostate cancer is real. An increasing number of men will
have to face treatment for this insidious disease. 3-4% of Canadian men
will die from it, yet most have no symptoms when diagnosed. The number of
men who will undergo radical prostatectomy surgery will double in the next
6-8 years. Richard Bercuson opens the door to his innermost thoughts and
feelings as he faces the challenge of his diagnosis and surgical treatment.

He confronts them with trepidation, rationalization, humour and bravery.
His descriptions of the emotions and events are accurate. This book will
help many men better understand the disease and that itself moves us
forward in preventing and fighting this major health problem. This is a
very enjoyable, funny and honest account of the roller coaster that is one
man’s battle with prostate cancer." - Chris Morash, MD, FRCSC,
Medical Director, The Ottawa Hospital Prostate Cancer Assessment
Centre
“From the discovery of his specific Auntie Jeanne to going under the
knife, then meeting the Kegels, Richard Bercuson chronicles his experience
with prostate cancer and learns how much he shares with many men. In this
book, he passes on the wisdom acquired leavened with wit and
understanding to ease the journey for those who are recently diagnosed
with this cancer – or those have been through it and now can share in the
funny side of the frightening experience.” - Ted Johnston, former
chairman, Prostate Cancer Canada Network Ottawa
For Lesley, Jeffrey and Katherine, my rocks andFor Jimmy, my beloved
brother
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With all the little grains of sand in the world

1 – Plants, not prostates

One year, in grade 8, a chrysanthemum salvaged my science grade. The
result was a nearly lifelong direct linear regression from knowing the
fundamentals about plants to knowing nothing at all about more esoteric
topics, like prostates.
It was a time and place when we were told this was the science we’d
learn rather than what we might be interested in. Never mind what might be
useful. At the outset, this was just as well since I wasn’t the least bit
interested in botany, mitochondria or how to draw the parts of a cell with
coloured pencils. Thus my high school science background was minimal.
In fact, I would have surely failed grade eight science had it not been
for the chrysanthemum. Perhaps failing the class might have led to
expulsion from the hotsy-totsy boys private school. Or worse. Repeating the
grade. People did that a lot in the 1960s.
“Mr. and Mrs. Bercuson, we’re afraid your son, Richard, is abysmal at
science. He doesn’t even know which colour to use for the endoplasmic
reticulum.”
“How awful.”

“Indeed. We’re asking him to do it again.”
“We’ll get him new pencils.”
“We want him to repeat the grade.”
“But why?”
“The chrysanthemum.”
“Yes.”
“It died.”
“Oh. My.”
But my aunt came to the rescue. Each student was given a fledgling
plant to grow to maturity over the Christmas break. This seemed like a nobrainer. Pour water, plunk it on the window sill, repeat till green and bushy.
Except we were going to Florida for the holidays. Either U.S. Customs had
an embargo on Canadian chrysanthemums or it was just too hot down there
for it to survive. My mother arranged for her sister to care for it. Auntie
liked plants and from the look of her house, most of them lived from one
visit to the next.
When we returned and I picked up the plant, it had grown into a lovely
organism. I took it to school and did as any kid would do: I assumed
responsibility for its remarkable robustness. The teacher, who quite
resembled Charles Laughton as Quasimodo (sans hunchback), was
impressed enough to give me the highest mark in the class. That’s how I
passed grade eight science without learning a thing about plants, including
photosynthesis, which apparently was the reason my chrysanthemum
blossomed.
And here’s where my science education stalled. Two years later,
realizing I wasn’t the shiniest beaker in the rack, the school suspected the
chrysanthemum episode wasn’t reflective of my abilities, that it had been an
anomaly. Kids who got better marks in grade eight science got to take
biology in grade ten. Evidently, the ability to grow a good chrysanthemum
wasn’t a prerequisite. Believe me, some of their plants looked like bamboo
stalks compared with mine. Nevertheless, I was shifted into an arts program
where I got a token half year each of chemistry and then physics. Both were
hideously boring. Notes were dictated by a teacher who droned lectures
read from yellowed looseleaf sheets last used by Darwin in the Galapagos. I
think I got 50% in each subject. Not that it mattered. I was in arts, after all.
I graduated from high school knowing only those things about the
human body that hurt when playing sports. I didn’t care about cells. I didn’t

care about membranes. I sure didn’t care about laws of refraction nor the
number of atoms in an element. Science, I concluded, would remain a
mystery to be unlocked only if I became a florist.
A peculiar thing happened in adulthood. I played sports all the time,
giving ordinary new meaning. But I also wanted to learn about injuries and
treatment. I took courses on the topic. I studied physical education, slogging
through bio-mechanics and physiology classes because – surprise – my
science background was weak. Plus, I was coaching hockey and had
immersed myself in it, including how to prepare the body for competition.
Everything was about muscles, bones and ligaments. Pulls, strains,
cracks, breaks, tears – it was all there for me to absorb. How the heart and
lungs worked together was part of the learning, too.
Not once was I exposed to anything else. Nor did I care. I was young,
virile (I thought), active, healthy, and aware of when my body was in form
or not. Who needed to know about the innards, stuff I might have learned in
high school biology if I’d been placed in the class? Obviously the school
knew me better than I knew me and I could skip it.
One day in my 30s, I elected to have a vasectomy. My wife and I had
two wonderful children and we wanted to quit while ahead.
I knew what an “ectomy” was. A vas? I harkened back a few years to a
course from my phys. ed. degree. There were tubes down there, as well as
glands and nodes. Cutting a piece from the vas deferens was no big deal.
My own G.P. did the procedure in about 20 minutes and I left his office
relatively upright. (A friend had it done a few years later and he couldn’t sit
for a week due to swelling. Such bad things happen to others sometimes).
Afterwards, I looked up vas deferens in an old university book, examined
the diagrams of the area, and concluded all was well. Who needed the
darned sperm anyway?
When I reached 45, my doctor strongly suggested it was time for the
next stage. I couldn’t imagine what he meant.
He wanted me to start having my PSA tested. This seemed like a
perfectly reasonable request especially after he described how it could
possibly detect prostate cancer. He emphasized “possibly.” It was
sandwiched between “enlarged” and “infected.”
No matter. I didn’t much care for the words “cancer” and “you” in one
sentence, so I said sure, go ahead. PSA – whatever. Prostate – um, was that

one of those little organs I didn’t learn about in high school? Wasn’t it on
the diagram I’d seen a few years ago?
Let’s say my aunt had neglected the chrysanthemum and it died. Let’s
also say I had failed grade eight science and had to repeat the entire grade
(which one kid did). What if, the second time around, I’d aced the class and
went on to be picked for biology instead of being dumped into arts? And
what if I had learned about the prostate and seminal vesicles and urethra
and bladder long before the PSA test? Would I have been further ahead?
Well, would I?

2 - Assume the position

Television cops used to bark at suspects, “Assume the position!”
They don’t do that anymore. None too soon as it holds a far different
meaning for me these days. And to think such a simple command has so
much, well, depth.
You go to the doctor, drop the pants, lower the briefs…you know the
drill.
The first few times I did this, it seemed like nothing more than the usual
medical shopping list associated with a check-up. Poke here - tap there breathe deeply – exhale – cough – wince - cough again - look up the nostrils
- into the ears - down the throat…Imagine the time saved if men had been
constructed with those passages connecting.
At some point, medicine decided simply bending over wasn’t good
enough. Men had to lie sideways on the table. Et cetera.
I want to know who is responsible for the research that led to the adult
male bumside-out fetal position. This person deserves a (gloved) handshake
for coming up with a far less, shall we say, conspicuous posture. One time,
my doctor’s nurse knocked on the door and opened it without waiting. I was
in full fetal with the doctor making his point. But, if I’d been in the “assume
the position” position, it might have looked worse. Perspective counts for a
lot in such things.
A word about how this came about. My G.P. for nearly 20 years was a
stand-up fellow with just the right outlook on life. Take proper care of
yourself and he’d team up to handle the rest. Years earlier, after my

vasectomy, I’d read a bit about there perhaps being a link between
vasectomies and prostate cancer. Evidence was inconclusive. Besides, I was
too young to give it a second thought.
When he first had my PSA tested, he also applied the finger. It, too, had
something to do with the prostate. I grimaced at the thought of the dreaded
finger, then I considered the doctor’s vantage point. At times like that, I was
glad I’d been spared high school biology and trashed the thought of a career
in medicine.
At least the PSA test was harmless. It cost $20 for a simple blood test of
which I knew nothing.
Actually, I wasn’t sure about the digital rectal examination (DRE)
either. It never properly sunk in why this procedure was important or what
he was feeling for. Besides, I was never curious enough to ask. What I did
know was that a more appropriate acronym was DFT – Dreaded Finger
Test. Anyway, who worries about such things or where stuff comes from
until it stops coming? Or sputters?
I could spell PSA but when he described what sounded like a Specific
Auntie Jeanne, he lost me. Prostate cancer blood test, he said, and I may
have inwardly yawned. The first score that first time was 2.80 and he
explained it would be monitored. Just in case.
Just in case of what?
He had my Specific Auntie Jeanne tested every two years thereafter.
The second result was 2.89 and the third was 3.36. It was now four years
after the first test and he said he began to see a pattern. My results were sent
to a urologist who also DRE-ed me and determined things were fine, though
I should have regular PSA tests. Back I went to my G.P. A year later,
Auntie Jeanne had inched up to 3.62. Still no cause for worry, he said. I
wondered when cause might set in. Once outside the examination room, I
forgot about it.
Finally, a few months before my 51st birthday, the PSA reached 5.14. It
had taken six years, five tests and the number hadn’t even doubled. Still, he
was referring me to another urologist. Nothing to be concerned about. My
Auntie Jeanne was rising a bit faster than normal and he wanted to make
sure everything was fine.
This was one of many marvelous things about my doctor. He
recognized the need for precaution by referring me to a specialist because
more information was needed. He did inform me the rise could be due to a

few factors, not the least of which was my age. For instance, he described
how it wasn’t uncommon for men in their 50s to have enlarged prostates,
the one instance, I remarked, when size was definitely not important. He
assured me the referral was no big deal. He wasn’t worried, I wasn’t
worried and neither of us was worried that the other wasn’t worried.
At first, no, it wasn’t a big deal. Except for outrageous hospital parking
charges. If there was a link between my prostate and my face turning
crimson at parking fees, I probably could have saved myself a lot of trouble
later and just sucked up the little walnut through my mouth and spat it out at
the parking attendant. Even without the benefit of a high school biology
education, I suspected this was anatomically impossible. Yet the fantasy
intrigued me.
The urologist, whom my G.P. knew well, was a fine young fellow. I had
reached the age where practically every medical person I knew was either
of my epoch or younger. I wasn’t sure if this was a good thing or not. The
time would soon arrive when every one of them would be younger.
I was, by far, the youngest man in the waiting room. I’d long believed
prostate problems were the domain of the older man. I was certainly not one
of them. They appeared doddering and ill. Some walked painfully slowly or
slightly hunched, as if they each just had the DRE 20 times in the last hour.
I didn’t belong here. This would pass.
There wasn’t much to the first visit. The toughest part of it was
afterwards, finding my way to his office through the hospital labyrinth to
arrange my next appointment. He set up another Auntie Jeanne test and,
yes, gave me the finger.
I couldn’t understand why someone would want to be a urologist. I
wasn’t even sure what urologists did other than tell old men – not me! –
they did/did not have prostate cancer.
He monitored Auntie Jeanne over two more visits. When it reached
5.25, nearly a year and a half later after I first went to him, he determined I
should have a biopsy. A biopsy? Don’t they do that to look for cancer? How
do you biopsy a prostate anyway?
My wife drove me to the hospital, as instructed. Evidently one doesn’t
much feel like driving after this procedure, an ominous foreshadow. I
entered a small examination room that had a bed, instruments, a screen and
plenty of tubes. I admit to being a bit curious as to how they would do it.
History revisited.

It began like this. A technician instructed me to drop my pants and
lower the underwear briefs. Then he told me to assume the position on the
gurney.
A doctor entered.
“You may feel some discomfort,” he said with grand understatement.

3 - How little is little?

Many men I’ve spoken with about the prostate cancer diagnosis routine
wonder about the biopsy.
For one thing, they figure it means they have cancer. This, of course, is
nonsense. It no more means you have cancer than having your car brakes
checked means you need to replace them.
For another, men ask how one biopsies the annoying gland. Is it just
another DRE but with a needle glued to the end of the digit? Is the needle
poked through the lower abdomen right into the prostate? Or, in the worst
pain scenario, is a long thin foreign object passed through the penis? The
very thought makes me shudder.
I suggest they think of it this way. Pretend you lie on your side on a
hockey rink in the fetal position. You have a pillow under your head. You
are not wearing underwear nor an athletic supporter or cup. Not far away
and facing your posterior, a doctor with a better-than-average slapshot lines
up ten pucks. To ensure a sterile environment, he wears a surgical mask.
Then he fires away. Each shot strikes you with stomach-thundering
discomfort. Not pain. Just not a happy feeling. You sense your testicles will
disintegrate and your stomach contents will explode up through your throat.
Your eyes strain and bulge and your head jerks just short of hard enough to
inflict whiplash, which explains the pillow.
A prostate biopsy doesn’t take long. Mind you, lots of things don’t take
long. Being guillotined doesn’t take long. Apparently neither does
circumcision. Do we see a theme here?

There’s very little preparation apart from emptying your gut. It’s
deceptive that way. They make you think there’s nothing to it for the
patient. Afterwards, you come to realize the extent of the deception.
I had three biopsies before my cancer was found. For the first one,
when Auntie Jeanne was at 5.25, the doctor took eight core samples (or
blasted eight slapshots). Apparently that was the standard, though now it’s
ten and sometimes 12. More isn’t necessarily better. While they could
puncture the smallish prostate all day long (not recommended), a tiny tumor
still might not be discovered.
“You might feel a little discomfort,” he’d uttered.
Really?
I was about to ask how little is little when he pulled the trigger and the
first puck scored. There was a delay of a few seconds, then another shot.
While my eyes rolled up into my forehead and my upper lip twisted, he
counted up, got halfway, then counted down. He said this would make it
feel as though it was nearly over. Deception, remember?
“Just three to go…you’re doing fine…SNAP!…two more…SNAP!…”
The post-biopsy is relatively easy, too. At first I thought I’d have to
waddle from the hospital like I’d just climbed down from a brahma bull. I
also feared I might have sprung a leak, what with eight prostate punctures.
Instead, I left walking mostly normally and as dry as when I’d arrived. It
was then I recalled the hunched men in the waiting room on previous visits.
Had they just undergone this misery, too?
A year later, with Auntie Jeanne’s number at 5.05 and urination more
like the lawn sprinkler than the hose, it was time for biopsy two.
The urologist didn’t come right out and say it. But I figured he
suspected something was going on in there. Just because the first biopsy
hadn’t discovered anything didn’t necessarily mean I was clean.
The same doctor did the second procedure. This time, ten core samples.
In the intervening six months, medical science heard I was being treated
and conspired to increase the samples taken by 25% to torture me.
It didn’t feel any better knowing what to expect. I was a bit less tense,
but when each slapshot struck home, the sensation of my gut squeezing up
through my esophagus remained the same.
When biopsy number two was done, I left the hospital in an almost
euphoric cloud. If they couldn’t find anything the second time, which I’d

bravely toughed out again, this was going to be just a long-term repetitive
nuisance.
Doctors tend to be persistent about this type of thing. In May, another
six months had passed and the PSA edged over six. The urologist told me
he felt a bump on the prostate. He showed me a model of a healthy prostate
and one with a tumor. The model also indicated how close the prostate was
to the rectum, which explained why the digital exam was so important. He
scheduled me for a third biopsy.
By then, I’d become blasé enough to kibbitz with the technician and
even torque my body enough to catch a glimpse of the ultrasound pictures.
All very interesting, in a disembodied sort of way.
Another ten samples and I left a three-time biopsy veteran, punctured
through and through.
My appointment was a week later. Like every visit in the past, I went
alone. I didn’t see a need to drag my wife in to hear what was going to be
medical jumble about perhaps a little prostate issue. The doctor introduced
a young resident urologist with whom I chatted. There were a few minutes
discussing my urinary symptoms. Sporadic or consistent? Stream or spray?
Dribble or drops? We soon ran out of descriptors. Nothing special about this
visit either.
“We found something in one sample,” the urologist said. “It’s a small
cancer…blah-blah-blah-blah-blah…”
The five-page pathology report lay on the table. To me, the word
“pathology” had the connotation of death. He wrote on the top of it, “Stage
T2a – PSA 6.06 – Gleason 6/10.” None of it made sense. He might as well
have written the chemical formula for apple juice. There were a couple
more notations on the first page, which I quickly scanned. He showed me I
was on the lower end of the Gleason 6-9 range, whatever that meant. He
must have seen how perturbed I was, so he flipped over the report and drew
a rough diagram of a prostate, indicating with a small dot where my tumor
was in the lower right apex or section. This small bump was about 1 mm in
diameter. To prove it, he gave me a moment to read the report.
Each needle biopsy had a description. Other than the slight variance in
size taken, they were all negative. Except #10.
It read, “One of one core positive for carcinoma. The carcinoma
measures 1 mm in maximum dimension. There is no evidence of perineural
invasion.” Even I knew, at this early juncture, that 1 mm was a tiny bit of

cancer and that it not being found in the prostate’s outer layer was positive.
Still, cancer was cancer.
He jotted my options on a notepad. Surgery – radiation - something
called watchful waiting. He was talking about each and maybe he said
surgery was my best option. Maybe he didn’t.
Frankly, little after the word “cancer” truly registered.
The resident hadn’t moved from his spot against the wall. It must have
been a depressingly instructive moment for him, seeing someone told they
had cancer.
The urologist said he would set up an appointment for me to see a
radiation oncologist about this option. He handed me a pamphlet and
directed me to go to his office where his secretary would loan me a book
about prostate cancer I’d find helpful. I mustered a bit of strength, rising
without falling, and shook their hands. Might as well be polite. It’s not their
fault, right?
I wound my way through the hospital corridors with the word “cancer”
pinging off every side of my brain. I got the book from the secretary who
asked me to return it on my next visit. Right. Sure. Top of my list.
I waited till I was in my car in the parking lot before calling my wife
with the news. Then I did what any self-respecting adult male would do
after being told he has prostate cancer. I gripped the steering wheel hard
enough to crush it, scowled at my abdomen, and considered bawling like a
baby.
Another option was to curse up a storm. It was some storm. Good thing
the windows were closed.

4 - But I feel fine

The notion of having symptoms scared me. A few years ago, I knew a
fellow who had just retired from his university teaching post. He was doing
consulting work yet made a point of heading to Florida during the winter
for a couple of months to play golf, his passion.
He was a fine chap with a ready smile and plenty of fun stories to share.
While there one January, he complained to his wife about severe lower
back pain. He figured it was a muscle strain from too much golf,
disbelieving there could be such a thing. He returned home, went to the
doctor and learned he had inoperable stomach cancer. I happened to play
hockey one afternoon with two of his adult sons who were barely able to
contain their upset.
Within three months, he was gone. Such was the memory I had of what
cancer symptoms could be. Except, I had none. I felt oddly left out.
In hindsight, I do recall some bizarre muscle twitches. One eyelid used
to flicker a bit. On my left upper arm, I could feel a slight vibration from
time to time, as if a wee bug was trying to wriggle its way out. It seemed to
happen more frequently after exercise.
The rational me knew it was nothing more than muscle fibres reacting
to the electrical stimulation naturally occurring deep inside the cells. That
or panicky claustrophobic parasites. The pessimist me feared a more
nefarious chemical reaction was at work. I had no medical explanation

whatsoever for thinking this way. Maybe having cancer did that to a person.
Any unusual sensation had to mean something, didn’t it?
In my midsection, nothing much was happening. Unless you count poor
peeing.
Now poor peeing wasn’t just an annoyance. I realized it was also a sign
of my times. Nevertheless, erratic stream and not being able to void
completely were hardly cause for great concern. If these reflected the worst
afflictions of oncoming middle age, I wasn’t bothered. Besides, give me a
steaming hot mug of strong coffee on a cold day and I’d show them what
good peeing looked like.
I had no pain or discomfort, two factors which, given my late friend’s
depressing tale, crossed my mind. The absence of either had to be a good
thing.
The urologist didn’t need to ask me how I felt. He knew, and I knew he
knew, I felt fine. After all, I was halfway through training for an event I was
darned if I was going to pass up, the New York City Marathon. He asked
anyway and got the expected answer the very morning I received the
diagnosis. Could I still run it? Of course, he said. Assuming I didn’t decide
to have surgery at his first available opening in two months. That would
certainly put me out of the marathon.
I neglected to mention a few details to him. Like the fact it was July and
I’d already committed to travel and hotel arrangements plus a spot in the
race. Perhaps I could have sent the organizers a doctor’s note excusing me
for medical reasons. Was I being foolish by not committing to surgery so
quickly?
Even without the looming marathon, the prospect of surgery on just his
say-so seemed hasty. It was a serious step and there had to be alternatives to
investigate.
With a hint of facetiousness, I asked if long distance running posed a
danger of shaking loose the tumor? Not at all, he replied, and didn’t roll his
eyeballs at the bizarre question. Or at least I didn’t see him do it. If I’d been
him, I would’ve doubled over in hysterics. Shake loose a tumor? What, did
this patient think a prostate tumor is attached to the gland by scotch tape?
After the last biopsy, and in the ten days prior to the thunderous
pronouncement, I’d made a beeline for the internet to examine a prostate.
Small. Globular with a twist. Soft tissue. Sits in lower abdomen goo of
some sort. On grainy internet films, I didn’t see anything resembling tape.

Still, I had to wonder…Had there ever been a case of someone’s prostate
just, you know, detaching itself and perhaps finding its way into the rectum,
then out…?
My daydream bubble burst when he described, quite enthusiastically,
how critical my physical condition was to recovery.
Recovery from what though?
You have time to consider options, he said, and jotted them down on a
slip of paper along with my numbers.
What numbers?
Type 2A, he said. Eh? I asked. Right, he said, A. He must have assumed
I’d know PC patients aren’t just numbers. They’re letters, too.
Type 2A, Gleason of 3 and 3, PSA of 6.06. None of them meant much,
even after his brief explanation. My PSA was indeed elevated. However
after two years of monitoring and without a yardstick to measure it against,
I admit I wasn’t entirely sure of its significance. Being in the dark about it
all felt uncomfortable. Even at the best of times, I didn’t like not being in
control or unaware. I was both.
I asked him with a smirk if there was any chance of an error, that all this
was just the wrong guy, seeing as how I felt fine. Mistakes happen in
hospitals. People have the wrong limbs amputated, the wrong heart valve
replaced…
I’m afraid not, he answered, but you’ll be OK. You have everything
going for you. He wanted to see me in six weeks, preferably with my wife,
to discuss options.
I was given a couple of pamphlets, information about the Ottawa
Regional Cancer Centre and directions to his office to book the next
appointment.
When I left the examination room, I still felt fine. To prove my point, I
went straight to the men’s room and peed with aplomb. Then I bought a
large flavoured coffee from the coffee shop.
Bad mistake. It should have been coffee first.

5 – Cancer? Me?

My diagnosis was barely 30 minutes old and I desperately wanted to
blurt out the pathetic news to anyone within earshot, even strangers. The
world should share in my miserable diagnosis.
I imagined being crammed into the hospital elevator, surrounded by
various medical types who clutched medical charts to their chests.
I’d stare at the elevator buttons, tap my lower abdomen enough times to
appear odd and thus get their attention. “Prostate cancer,” I’d grumble.
“Yup, that’s me. Go figure.” Allow for it to sink in and wait through the
stunned silence. This would be followed by subdued nods of
encouragement and understanding head shakes.
On the next floor, they’d tumble from the elevator en masse to relieve
themselves of the depressing scene as soon as possible. Poor guy, they’d
think. Does he look like someone who could have prostate cancer? Of
course not.
Instead, I bounded down the escalator three steps at a time, passing
people who couldn’t know my life was changed forever. Heck, even I didn’t
know it.
In my car, I wanted to sideswipe the most expensive vehicles in the lot,
figuring they were all doctors’ cars and I’d show them. Maybe one
belonged to my urologist. Or a relative of his. Or friend. Have to blame
someone. It couldn’t be done though. Doctors park elsewhere.
What’s more, parking was out of sight expensive.
“Thirteen dollars, sir.”
“I have prostate cancer.” I was fishing through my wallet when I said it
and couldn’t see his reaction.

“Sir?”
“Is there a debilitation discount?” Look him in the eyes. Make him pay.
Guilt.
“A what, sir?”
“I’m dying.” Surely to God a hospital parking lot attendant would have
an iota of sympathy. It’s not as if he heard such confessions every day.
“I’m sorry, sir. Thirteen dollars. (a sorrowful silent moment, then…)
Please?”
“Never mind.” I paid.
It seemed there’d be no discounts. Not much point in having a deadly
disease if you can’t milk it. Would it be too much to ask for a hospital
parking lot guy to feel the slightest pang of conscience over my situation?
The conversation didn’t take place. By the time I reached my car, I’d
decided I’d use the all or nothing principle. Tell everyone or tell no one,
including the parking lot guy. Only immediate family.
That evening I gathered my wife, my adult son and daughter and the
dog in the bedroom. We sat on the bed.
The dog was especially confused by the scene since attention was being
diverted from him to me. I can’t recall exactly, however he may have
passed gas since he did it whenever he sensed emotions rising.
My announcement went something like this. “It seems (a lie) I have a
wee bit (a lie) of prostate cancer (everyone cries except me. dog nuzzles
wife.). The doctor assures me it’s treatable (I wasn’t assured) and I need (in
an anal way) to look at options (too late for more life insurance as I now
have a pre-existing condition).”
More crying. More hugs.
Then they let go of the dog and hugged me, too.
The first stage of my secret life had passed. Probably none of us
believed I could be treated, that it was caught early, or even that I was
human with a finite lifespan. Certainly this had never occurred to me – the
finite part, I mean. As far as I could tell from what the doctor said, this
wasn’t going to kill me anytime soon. It could though. Couldn’t it? I could
get a treatment and die from it, couldn’t I?
No. Too young, too unprepared, too much stuff to start. I hadn’t yet
considered what to do about my online banking and email passwords.
I decided my approach needed to be straightforward. Life will muddle
along and I’ll just have to do some homework on the subject, the one thing

I’d spent years in school avoiding. Recall how I even avoided growing a
chrysanthemum.
I decided only a select few would know. After all what was the point?
What could friends say? “Sorry to hear about your cancer. How ‘bout
that game last night, eh?”
People generally don’t think anything’s wrong unless they see blood or
oozing viscera. At least if the prostate hung outside the body from my navel
like a mushy and now bumpy walnut, I could show it off.
“Gosh, Richard, what a strange thing you’ve got sticking out of your
gut. Bet it’s darned tough to do up a belt.”
“Actually, it’s not supposed to look like that.”
Beyond my immediate family, I told no one but my brother. It was
during a barbecue at his Toronto home. He was deftly flipping his proudly
homemade burgers on the charcoal grill. I drifted outside with a couple of
beers while our two families and parents sat in the living room chatting.
There was no smooth way to broach it so I just spat it out.
Timing is important in life and one should avoid giving bad news when
your meal is being charbroiled. He instantly teared up. As I described the
process I’d undergone, he alternately stared at me then the burgers, but
didn’t move them. He was turning them to charcoal and didn’t seem to care.
For a few minutes he didn’t touch the beer, a waste, and with the meal
possibly turning into hockey pucks, we’d be faced with an explanation.
How do you ruin a barbecued meal when you’re standing right there?
We agreed we wouldn’t tell our parents given they were in their 80s and
dealing with their own health issues.
Meanwhile, I’d crossed to the dark side, tucking away my cancer secret
only to divulge it at the right time, whenever that was. I thought it might be
easy, even fun, in a medically perverse sort of way. At first, it was a bit
uncomfortable, like trying to keep from your wife that you just bought a
$2000 TV. Now that’s risky.
Everywhere I went, no matter who I talked with, someone would bring
up cancer. Cancer here, cancer there. Did you hear about so-and-so? Youknow-who is having a tough time with chemo. TV shows always had
someone with cancer. On the news, such-and-such a famous person just
died of cancer.
I couldn’t get away from it. Before long, I almost forgot I had it, too. It
was my own form of dissociative memory, a term normally connected with

amnesia or the deliberate disconnect from a traumatic event.
Something deep in my brain, where I’m told there’s plenty of room to
manoeuvre, suggested this was the safest course of action for me. Denial
might be another word. If I removed myself from me and the prostate
cancer, I could effectively function and not be preoccupied by what faced
me. This made perfect sense. After all, something had to.
Until my follow-up appointment to begin investigating my treatment
options.
Little did I know I was about to begin accelerated post-graduate
immersion studies in oncology and urology. Suddenly, I’d wished I’d paid
more attention in high school science classes.
Yet as I knew so well, every marathon begins with the first step. Mine
was in the phonebook.

6 – The Beatles were right
Help, I need somebody,
Help, not just anybody,
Help, you know I need someone, help.
- lyrics from The Beatles’ “Help!”

The urologist couldn’t have imagined how rattled I was by the biopsy
result. A clear case of a positive being negative. When I left his office, I
was in such a fog, I might have driven to Costa Rica and back and not
known it. It was like being in a conscious coma.
That evening, my wife suggested I speak to someone. OK, but who?
She figured there had to be a support group around.
“Look here,” she said pointing to a phonebook listing. “There’s a
prostate cancer group in Ottawa.”
I didn’t call. To call would have meant admitting I had prostate cancer,
something I wasn’t prepared to do till I got at least 17 more opinions. Or,
I’d eventually find a doctor to proclaim, “Wow. What a mistake! You don’t
have cancer. But you really ought to find out why you like seeing doctors.
We have ones who can treat that kind of neurosis.”
Instead, I looked up the association on the internet. Maybe the group
would be useful for advice. Maybe it’s a bunch of doctors or nurses who sit
with you and tell you how to proceed. That wouldn’t be so bad. It can’t be
that complicated, can it? If I truly have PC, let’s cure me. If there’s some
question about the diagnosis, these people will know whom I should see
about it. Advice and second opinions rolled into one. Perfect.
An alternative method was through the Yellow Pages. I discovered
plenty of doctors to deal with cosmetic facial surgery or snoring. Neither
was a priority unless you had to look at me early in the morning or sleep in

the same time zone. Unfortunately, there is no section devoted to urologists.
Their union really ought to check into this omission.
The thing about justifying a second opinion is that one must question
the first opinion, or at least the source of the first one. But to get a first
opinion, one needs something wrong with oneself, something serious
enough to ask, “Gosh, this could be serious. Does anyone else have a
comment on it?”
It was nearly impossible for me to admit to myself there was indeed
something wrong with me.
As for second opinions, I’d never done it. If I went to the dentist and he
informed me I needed a root canal and a crown, I’d say straight off, sure,
let’s do that root canal. And while you’re at it, throw in the crown. Heck,
what’s a couple of hours in the chair and a few hundred bucks? I trust you.
Implicitly. It would never occur to me to go to another dentist. I sure
wouldn’t bother researching crowns either. My dentist knows what he’s
doing. Doesn’t he?
When my G.P. was first monitoring my PSA and would tell me to
assume the position, not once did I consider finding another G.P. for a
second opinion. Besides, who in his right mind would want a digital exam
done by a stranger?
It turned out there was an ironic coincidence. Wednesday: Saw the
doctor. Was told I had PC. Wednesday night: Lamented my lot and
discovered the local prostate association meeting was being held the
following night.
Thursday: The next step took some mustard. Here I was, just 53 years
old, no family history of PC, no illnesses, no symptoms. Six weeks earlier
I’d completed my second marathon. The weekend before getting the biopsy
results, I’d run the Utica Boilermaker 15 km race. I felt fine. Even terrific.
So that Thursday evening I sucked it in and headed to the west end
church the association used for its meetings. My intention was to gather a
few pamphlets and skulk out.
I was to be there for 6 pm though the website said the meeting was at 7.
Probably a typo. In the church basement, empty rows of chairs faced a
small stage. I supposed a show was about to go on. I made a point not to
stay. Church basement productions weren’t a draw. A gentleman ushered
me to fill in a name tag and enter an adjacent meeting room. The nameplate
indicated it was called the Shalom Room. Quaint. Nice to see my Judaic

heritage being adopted, even peripherally, by some Christian groups. I
wrote down my first name and stuck it to my shirt. I had the uneasy
sensation of being drawn into a cult. Can’t you just give me the information
and let me go home to wallow?
I sank into a couch and filled out a form. I skimmed a pamphlet about
prostate cancer. I didn’t belong here. A fellow beside me looked about my
age. The others, about a dozen, were decidedly older. For the first few
moments, we fiddled with reading materials. One tall gangly man stood by
a flipchart and conducted the welcome session.
Within 45 minutes, I was bombarded with more prostate cancer related
terms than I’d heard in the doctor’s office yesterday, or anytime. Every man
was either awaiting treatment or had had some. All looked quite alive.
Older, a bit more worn, (by treatments?) but showing no signs of rampant
disease.
At one point, the head mentor addressed each newbie and asked us to
give our “numbers.” Good thing I wasn’t first since I had no clue what he
meant till the first two men spoke up. Mine: PSA 6.06, Gleason 3 + 3, Type
T2A, three biopsies in 17 months, a solitary positive core sample found in
the last biopsy.
Some spoke up about my numbers.
“You’re in a good position.”
“Wish I’d had that.”
“You’re going to be fine.”
“Remember, if you have to have one, this is the cancer to have.”
No one had anything negative to say, which seemed odd. The mood
wasn’t light so much as it was uncomplicated and almost tranquil. The chap
next to me whispered he’d already scheduled surgery for a month later. He
just wanted to excise the nasty beast. “I’m not waiting,” he said. “I don’t
want it in me.”
I had an armful of reading material and was directed with the others
into the main hall. There was no show. It was the prostate association’s
regular monthly meeting. I can’t recall a minute that followed, let alone the
topic. Everyone in the hall appeared older. I felt like a kid at his first job. I
recall crossing my legs at my seat because it allowed me to disguise my
shaking hands.
I had prostate cancer. Everyone else did, too. Or had had it. But I had
prostate cancer.

After the meeting, I got up the gumption to sidle over to a few guys and
ask questions. I rambled. How bad are my numbers? Whom do I see? Is
surgery the best option? What do other people do? How long do I have to
decide?
How long do I have to live?
It was everything I could do not to scream, “HELP!”
Every one of them was caring and sympathetic. Mostly been there –
done that. They gave me their phone numbers. One stood with me in the
parking lot in the dark for a half hour and sensed my dread. He calmly
offered advice and told me to call him anytime.
The rational me knew I needed to make a treatment decision soon.
These men took hold of the emotional me and sedated it.
On the drive home, I was still a wreck. I still had cancer. However now
I knew what to look for and what to ask. Now I had people I could call on
for help. Now I had a bare inkling I was a bit more in control.
There was homework to do.

7 - Magna cum laude from Walnut U.

Doctors make quite a fuss about the number of years they spent
studying for their degrees. I am living proof this is not always necessary.
Within four months of being diagnosed, I obtained unofficial postgraduate degrees in urology, radiation oncology, medical ethics, and
plumbing. It wasn’t easy, and I had to make some sacrifices, but the cause
was a darned good one.
Me.
Yes, from the outset, I concluded I was the best cause I knew. Every
man in the prostate association advised me to take control of my treatment,
that I was the one who’d know what I could put up with. Everyone was so
enthusiastic about it that I began to wonder if I should perform the surgery
as well.
To that end (no pun intended), I took charge. PC survivors from the
local support group gave me the names of books and resources to digest. I
visited the Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre’s library, which I never knew
existed, and left laden with stacks of recommended readings. The one
volume missing was a lexicon to trace the Latin and Greek meanings of
medical terms.
The word prostate, for instance, comes from the Latin word
"prostatiumusae." Roughly translated, it means “tiny icky round thing with

lots of wires coming out of it, in the front of the tummy.” Those Latins sure
knew how to peg something, didn’t they?
The readings were lacklustre. Even as non-fiction, they didn’t boast the
dramatic moments a good war story might produce. On the other hand, the
photos and diagrams lent some credence to the subject and managed to
infuse a bit of good ol’ gore.
Without much of a science background (except in plants), I found
myself skimming chapters in search of personally relevant content. This
turned out to be a frustrating exercise since I was quite new to the prostate
cancer experience and couldn’t distinguish a relevant chapter from an
irrelevant one if my life depended on it. As it were. I also learned about
nutritional developments to prevent PC. Too late for me. Then there were
the chapters about metastasized cancer and palliative care, which was
getting a little ahead of the game.
The greatest revelations came when I surfed the internet till the wee
morning hours. Over the course of my studies, I found web sites where I
could actually watch abridged versions of prostate surgeries. Actually, I
don’t know exactly what they abridged since it seemed most everything was
there except the part where they shave the groin area.
I’m not a squeamish guy so I found the videos fascinating. Because the
cameras focused on just the small regions for the surgery, I lost perspective
on the patient. Was this an old man or young fellow? Was he in good shape
or not? Did he play hockey or not? If so, what position?
Doctors provided the play-by-play, although their commentary lacked
pizzazz.
“Dr. Morton is now slicing into…er…dissecting the superior aspect of
the urethra…wait a moment…he’s taking a drink…yes, he’s having his
traditional milk shake while at the same time removing the patient’s
prostate. What a gift. Wait…this was supposed to be an appendectomy…
Well, one thing for sure. This fellow will never get prostate cancer now, eh?
Ha-ha.”
In total, I viewed segments of about a half dozen procedures, including
the impressive laparoscopic prostatectomy. It was just coming into vogue
and available in only a handful of Canadian hospitals. The videos were
American and featured many of the same techniques one would expect from
a mainstream movie. Graphics, credits, clever editing. In other words, the
laparoscopy videos sometimes seemed as much marketing as medicine.

Still, I figured there would soon be a day when a doctor in Cleveland could
remove the cancerous gland from a patient in Boston. I admit being wowed
by the idea.
Otherwise, the videos didn’t show much more than surgical technique,
as if normal humans could tell the difference among doctors’ deft touches.
It amazed me that someone could have the steadiness of hand to wade
through the labyrinth of veins and nerves without slicing a human to
oblivion. The surgery appeared to be complex, working in a hole just a few
centimeters in diameter and using a delicate sense of feel for what went
where. Maybe that’s why I found the laparoscopic technique to be more of a
sure thing, that surgeons could see where their instruments went. It seemed
to me that one’s sight was more reliable than one’s touch.
As much junk as there is on the internet, there’s probably an equal
amount of solid research, medical information and valued testimonials. I
discovered a site where men recently diagnosed with PC wrote in and asked
the same questions I had. Others would respond with their experiences. I
joined, posed a couple of questions and got valuable responses. Except my
statistics – my numbers – were different and my situation as unique to me
as theirs was to them. As a fact-finding mission, it proved marginally
valuable.
World-renowned medical centres and cancer experts provided updates
on techniques and theories, citing reams of complex stats to back them.
These were interesting. But I was not a number. I was me.
Between my July diagnosis and mid-October, few nights went by
without me plunked in front of the screen, reviewing a site, with a couple of
books from the cancer library beside me, post-it notes filling the margins.
After months of this, I was considering med school, with a
specialization in big words.
I’d educated myself on the Gleason score, PSA doubling times, various
therapies outside surgery, and the role of tomato juice. I examined cancer
cells so closely they almost became my medical equivalent of the
Stockholm Syndrome. This is the behaviour where a kidnap victim can
become sympathetic with his/her captor. For a while, I felt like I could talk
to the vicious cells and will them to stop growing. This bizarre behaviour
was most common after one a.m. and could be minimized, even eradicated,
by a beer.

I also understood what my tumor probably looked like, where it was,
and how it would get destroyed by radiation or removed in a prostatectomy.
I’d read about every pre and post-operative complication known to
mankind. I could calculate the risks of all possible procedures to the fifth
decimal point. As a lousy gambler with no hint of a poker face, I needed the
odds heavily stacked with me. What was frustrating was the realization I
had virtually no control over that aspect at all.
I was almost certain I didn’t need to see another doctor because none
could likely give me more information than I’d already read about, seen on
the internet or heard from PC survivors.
My degree was completed. I graduated, giving myself magna cum laude
for the intense months of study.
It’s about then that my education began.

8 - Looking for Dr. Right

I almost overdosed on reading books, watching online videos,
reviewing journals, and conducting internet searches. I also spoke with PC
survivors who’d undergone an array of treatments.
The tough part was going to be finding a doctor who knew as much as I
did.
The first urologist was the one who diagnosed the cancer and dished me
up a four-course meal of options, including the ominous watchful waiting.
Two months after hearing I had PC, I went to a September follow-up
appointment with my wife and armed with a shopping list of questions
gleaned from PC survivors’ advice.
“You could do nothing,” he said
“Nothing?”
“It could be two or three years before the tumor grows. You need to
look at your current quality of life and how it would be affected by
treatment.”
“Alright. How will it be affected by treatment?”
“Can’t say for sure. But it will be affected.”

Meanwhile, the little bugger would be sucking up nice cells and turning
them to the dark side. I realized he wasn’t trying to be coy or even
facetious. It was the truth. No one could predict what my life would be like
with treatment, or without it. There were expectations and plenty of stats to
point a certain way. However, it’d have been irresponsible of him to suggest
anything more.
I recall scanning the questions and feeling terribly uncomfortable about
posing them. I had to work to get the words out of my mouth.
Why was I a candidate for a radical prostatectomy? Is it retropubic?
Would the incision be transverse or up/down?
What were the expected side effects? Would this be a nerve-sparing
surgery?
Would I need hormone therapy? Was my PC probably organ-confined?
Was there extra-capsular extension? How could I know if there were
cancer cells outside prostate? Was the pathologist who examined my biopsy
samples an expert in PC recognition?
Those were the easy ones. Then things got personal. He was a fine
young doctor who had me at ease from the moment I met him. Asking the
next questions was darned tough inasmuch as I’d never really had to
question medical people about me. There had never been the need. But I
was taking the advice of the local association’s PC survivors when I told
them I was contemplating surgery. They’d strongly urged:
“Get an artist!”
“Experience!”
“Don’t be part of someone else’s learning curve!”
“Hundreds of surgeries! Hundreds!!!”
Away I went contemplating more questions.
What percentage of your patients do you operate on? Do many of your
patients have positive margins? How many of these have you done? Per
week? Per year?
How many were nerve-sparing? Success rate in preserving potency and
continence?
Do you know long-term outcomes of your patients? How many require
radiation therapy after surgery?
How long is the wait for surgery?
He knew I was uncomfortable asking, yet he didn’t flinch.

“I do about one prostatectomy a month, just to keep my hand in it (no
pun intended). My results have all been excellent.”
One a month. He did this surgery as frequently as I paid my phone bill.
As he spoke those words, the advice I’d been given careened off the sides
of my brain.
It wasn’t entirely unexpected. He didn’t seem old enough to have done
hundreds, though I had no clue how many the typical surgeon does in a
year. The quick mental math led me to conclude that if he’d been practicing
in this field even 10 years, he’d have performed just over 100. But with
respect to my future with him, it was likely the worst admission he could
have made, though the most honest one.
So I did the unthinkable; I asked him for names of other doctors to
explore my options.
He didn’t mind. Or at least he said he didn’t. For all I knew, after I left,
he might fling the jar of lubricating ointment against the examination room
wall.
“There’s no professional jealousy in this,” he offered. “You choose who
you’re comfortable with. I won’t be insulted.”
I thanked him and left, at ease with how, for the first time in my life, I’d
managed to ask for a second opinion. A few steps down the hall, I thought I
heard screaming and a crash.
There was another reason for seeking opinions aside from his. His
diagnostic skills and manner were never in doubt. His office, however, was
a problem. The secretary was virtually unreachable what with the phone
constantly busy and, a couple of times, messages left but not returned. One
August day, just before the related encounter, I’d called for three hours to
change my appointment time due to a conflict. Exasperated, I drove to the
hospital and raced to the office to face the secretary. She was on the phone.
She offered no apology. I made the change, left, and didn’t have to pay for
parking because I was within the 15-minute free time window.
Of all the medical and dental offices I’d been involved with in my life,
his was the most frustrating. I couldn’t realistically fathom dealing with it
frequently before or after a surgery. It made my decision to seek other
opinions that much easier.
His list was a good one and I recognized the names from my readings.
All but one of the doctors were out-of-towners. Three were experts in the
relatively new laparoscopic surgery and one in brachytherapy. The fifth, the

only local doctor, could wait till I’d seen the others. Besides, I hadn’t yet
decided on a procedure.
Surgery, the young urologist had assured me, was my best option for as
close to a full recovery as possible. I was the right age, in great shape (I’m a
marathon runner), and had stats consistent with a low-grade tumor and
minimal risk.
Perspective counts. In my view, surgery also meant cutting, sewing,
bleeding, pain, tinkering with nerves, and heaven knew what other miseries
to follow. I once had a root canal and don’t recall finding it a positive
experience. A prostatectomy, in a delicate region of my body, which I
happened to care deeply for, seemed a drastic option.
And there was, too, the question of who would do it.
Radiation. Now this was a painless procedure, which could quietly fry
the offending cells. However, from what I’d read, even in the hands of an
expert, radiation was no more a guarantee than surgery and still ran the risk
of zapping parts of my innards that didn’t need zapping.
Again, if I was a candidate for radiation therapy, who was the best
person in my affordable galaxy to handle it?
As for watchful waiting, I figured that by the time I’d seen all these
doctors and arrived at a decision, I’d watchfully waited long enough.
Courting a tumor was too risky for my taste.
It was September, two months after the initial diagnosis. I began
contacting doctors. I didn’t care when they could schedule me or where
they were located, so long as I could see them before my tumor won over
many new cells.

9 – Highway toilets

I’m not one to panic. I don’t get flustered at bills because I wait months
to pay them. Procrastination eases the anxiety. Blood doesn’t bother me
since I’ve never lost enough at one time to figure it would cause a problem.
I’m even comfortable driving in strange cities using no technological
gimmicks, just a paper road map.
But this whole thing threw me for a loop. I got the shivers. I couldn’t
sleep. My mind wandered. I started writing my own eulogy (it was
beautiful). Maybe I was over-reacting. Maybe I was under-reacting. I
wanted someone to show me the proper, masculine reaction. No one did, or
could.
My daily work became something to do between phone calls or e-mails
to out-of- town doctors. If they didn’t reply within 24 hours, I worried the
cancer had already burst its prostate bubble and was traveling through me.
They had to see me now. Sooner than now. Yesterday, if possible.
And when I thought I’d learned enough about prostate cancer
treatments, I’d discover a web site showing me more. With it came the
prospect of contacting more doctors. I didn’t know anything about them,
but the web sites were effective and pretty.
I began by visiting the radiation specialist in the same hospital as my
young urologist who made the appointment for me. It’s instructive now, as I
reflect, that had I not made notes about each medical visit, I never would
have recalled this man’s name. It was an appointment lacking in anything
memorable, including the doctor’s approach. What stood out was that, again

with my wife there, I had a list of questions. In fact, I brought along a fivepage wad of notes and diagrams. Some had been downloaded from the
internet, others from discussions and readings. I had a small colour picture
of what my type 2A looked like on the prostate as well as a black and white
sketch of my “moderately differentiated” Gleason cells.
I wanted to ask about High Intensity Focused Ultrasound, which I’d
only just learned about, and a couple of other more recent radiation
procedures.
Before I even got to my “bottom line” question, he addressed it. In his
view, I should have the surgery. He hadn’t even answered most of my
questions but explained his reasoning from the angle of what he thought
was best for me, not what research said. At the time, I found his response
off-putting, as if he couldn’t be bothered. In retrospect, his was an entirely
honest and forthright answer. It was as much as saying, “Your notes are
marvelous, but they aren’t necessary. Your best bet is not with me.” He was
the last doctor I saw before hitting the road.
Every trip I took out of town for a medical appointment taxed the
wallet. These weren’t vacations, though by the end, I was sorely tempted to
at least enjoy the experience and look for a urologist in south Florida. Even
north Florida.
I bought an appointment book to track everything, then never wrote in
it. I used Post-it notes instead. Within a week, the Post-it manufacturer’s
stock tripled in value. You’re welcome if you had shares.
I twice visited a Toronto hospital known for its prostate treatments. The
first trip was to see a prominent brachytherapy specialist whom, I was told,
slightly resembled actress Faye Dunaway. If this was meant to settle me
down, it didn’t. The thought of Bonnie Parker waving a radioactive tommygun at my privates was less than motivating. I didn’t care what the doctor
looked like, although I admit to being curious about a woman in the
prostate field.
The appointment was quickly arranged, only three weeks after the
September meeting with my urologist. It was frustrating to be able to
smoothly set this up in another city, yet next to impossible to contact my
own doctor’s office across town. There was also a catch. I was ordered not
to urinate for as long as possible beforehand so they could accurately
measure my stream or somesuch. The nurse said it would add detail to the
pathology report. It didn’t seem like a terribly unreasonable request.

I had a one pm appointment. I gave myself five hours from Ottawa and
added a bit in case of traffic, so I left home at about 7:15 am, after breakfast
and coffee. Did I mention that coffee promotes urination?
The hospital was west of downtown Toronto and I hadn’t been in the
area before. Even with printed online directions, I still managed to miss the
exit off Highway 401. You see, I had to pee so badly, my eyeballs were
rolling back in my head. It was now 12:15 pm.
I was rocking to and fro in the car, singing over – OVER! – my Bee
Gees CD and cursing the lack of porta-potties along the highway. I resisted
using my windshield washer because the sight of the squirt might trigger
my plumbing. I considered pulling onto the shoulder to drain myself on the
retaining wall. I even opened the glove compartment – yes, while driving –
searching for a container to pee into, though a big enough one couldn’t
possibly be in there. If a cop were to pull me over, I’d have had to first bolt
to the side of my car and pee on my tire. Or his.
“I’ll be right with you, officer. I need to expel my morning coffee first.
Otherwise this will be ugly.”
“Go ahead,” he’d reply. “Make my day.”
This would probably result in an extra ticket but I’d happily take it for
the relief. Unfortunately, there were no cops around and the traffic was too
heavy to speed up and attract one. By now, it began to hurt. Not the bladder,
the rocking in the car and banging my head on the headrest, screeching,
“UH – UH –UH –UH – STAYIN’ ALIVE! – STAYIN’ ALIVE!”
I hurtled off the nearest exit – no clue which one – and followed the
road to what appeared to be buildings and people. And toilets. I found a
Home Depot. I now love Home Depot.
I parked three inches from a side door, darted in, and discovered the
employee bathroom purely by mental telepathy. That and turning the handle
on every doorknob within reach. I didn’t want to void myself completely,
however I learned something new about myself. Under pressure, I had little
self-control. If I were ever kidnapped to reveal state secrets, I wouldn’t last
ten minutes.
I reached my appointment right on time and apologized for having a
mostly empty bladder. A nurse smiled and was particularly empathetic
when she heard how I’d tried to hold it in from Ottawa. I had to piddle into
a funnel attached to a machine with a print out of volume and strength. By
this stage, I was weak, but oh so happy. They also did an ultrasound on my

abdomen. Evidently, I was carrying twins. No, wait, it was just a very large
prostate.
The doctor was thorough and professional. She was also quite attractive
although the only resemblance to Faye Dunaway was perhaps in height and
long blonde hair. She knew medical stuff, too, a positive attribute. No, she
said straight off, I wasn’t a candidate for brachytherapy. My prostate was on
the edge of being too large, nature’s cruel irony on size being a negative.
The radiation seeds would be too close to healthy tissue and it wasn’t worth
the risk. Besides, she said, surgery in my case would be a far better option.
She arranged an appointment for me with her colleague who handled the
laparoscopic technique. This saved me more long distance calls.
After treating myself to a nice downtown lunch, I coughed up a
mortgage payment for parking and headed home the same afternoon.
A few weeks later, I took another day off work. But because the
appointment was at 9 am on a Monday, I took the train and arranged to stay
overnight with an old university friend. He and his wife owned a tony
downtown condo. Before arriving, I asked him if he had a bathroom since it
seemed to be a theme for this disease. We had a lovely evening even though
I could barely walk. That morning, Sunday, I’d run 35 km in my last long
training run prior to the November New York marathon. My legs were stiff
and I’d developed nasty blisters on the instep of my right foot. I’d stupidly
brought just one pair of shoes, black loafers that were too snug for sore,
swollen, blistered feet.
My friend walked (limped?) me to the subway station the next morning
and I got to the hospital in plenty of time. Since I was early, I sat in the
waiting area with my shoes off. When called to meet the doctor, I padded to
the examination room in stocking feet. He was a runner, too, and
understood my discomfort.
This doctor was also perfectly charming. I wondered if it was a byproduct of working in a clean, modern hospital with offices adjacent to their
workspaces. This versus the nonsensical hidden office space of my Ottawa
urologist and his nearly inaccessible secretary.
He began to rave about the laparoscopic surgery, then just six months
old or so, saying the procedure would be less invasive and thus have fewer
risks. But I interrupted him because my thorough research had already
educated me on everything he said. What I needed to know was, how many
of these surgeries had he done?

He smiled and assured me I’d be in good hands. To which I thought, it
wasn’t just me needing to be in good hands, it was my very intimate private
areas. The one question he could not answer was if the long term results
from this new approach would be any different, as in better, than a regular
prostatectomy. At this juncture, having pretty much discounted
brachytherapy and with no real options left, I realized surgery was going to
happen. Which one: the traditional prostatectomy or laparoscopy?
There were two more doctors on my list, both now doing the
laparoscopic procedure. However, they were different. The one in Hamilton
performed what could be best described as the traditional laparoscopy. Like
the second doctor in Toronto, he’d been at it a relatively short time, far less
than my “advisors” had recommended would make him qualified to be an
“artist.” The other, in London, had just begun the Da Vinci laparoscopic
surgery in which the surgeon is actually across the room, operating robotic
arms with tiny cameras.
I hadn’t yet tried to contact the London specialist simply because I was
unsure if I felt comfortable with a robot digging through me. This wasn’t
robot prejudice. I’ve probably met a few robots that were quite pleasant,
though I could never vouch for their surgical skills. It didn’t seem natural. I
had visions of the robot not responding and an arm freezing in the middle of
my urethra. Or its battery running low and it taking three times longer to cut
out the prostate as the little red battery warning light flashed in the
surgeon’s eyes. At least with laparoscopy, the doctor stood over the patient
and manipulated the instruments. True, he’d be working while looking at a
monitor but at least he was in touch with me. I also wasn’t for a moment
taken in by the procedure using the name of the renowned artist and
inventor. In fact, I might have been more amenable to the idea if it was
called the Rocket Richard Laparoscopy. Now there’d be a name I could
relate to.
To Hamilton I went, about a week after the second Toronto trip. I stayed
overnight at my brother’s home in Richmond Hill then headed out early in
the morning through the city’s infamous traffic. By this point, I’d mostly
resigned myself to the standard prostatectomy and only a magnificent sales
pitch from this fellow, or the London one, would change my mind.
One point in the Hamilton doctor’s favour was his nurse. Unlike any of
the ones I’d dealt with so far, she used modern technology – email – to stay
in touch. I’d send her a note and the response would come within hours.

This however did not prevent problems on the Ottawa side. Each doctor I
saw required the same basic information from my urologist: the referral
letter, the final biopsy pathology report, and a summary of my case.
For the Toronto brachytherapist appointment, my information had been
duly sent, though it took two reminders to my urologist’s office. While at
the Toronto hospital, a copy had been made and sent literally across the
waiting room to the second doctor. However, until the day before my
Hamilton appointment, the required paperwork had not yet arrived. The
nurse emailed me that she’d called my urologist’s office and left messages
with no response, a sadly familiar issue. She faxed them, too. She muttered
how unfortunate it was they did not use email. I dug up my own copy of the
pathology report and, since I’d already made arrangements, decided to go to
Hamilton anyway.
The visit went smoothly and the doctor impressed me. He lacked some
of the Toronto doctor’s flair but was equally confident in his skills to get me
through the surgery with minimal harsh side effects. Mind you, they all said
that.
I left, profusely thanking the nurse who was finally able to reach my
urologist’s office by fax an hour before I’d arrived and had most of the
needed paperwork. The doctor was a little miffed why it all hadn’t been sent
and I quickly explained it to him. He wasn’t impressed. Neither was I but I
would have been far less polite about it.
Before heading home, I drove into downtown Hamilton for lunch.
There wasn’t much to do, little to see and few people milling about. I tried
to imagine either me or my family spending the better part of a week there.
This was the crux of the problem in having a procedure done out of
town. Had I lived in a remote community with few choices, the story would
have been different. However, coming to Hamilton or Toronto for
laparoscopy likely meant hotels, restaurant meals and travel expenses. It
meant follow-up visits over a few months and their communicating with my
own doctor and back to me, were I to keep the same urologist. It further
meant that if there was a complication, I’d either have to return or rely on a
local doctor to address it. Did I really need to resort to all this? If I stayed
home, which meant opting for the open surgery, was this merely a more
convenient solution or the best one for me?
Finally, there was the London doctor and his robot. Should I follow up?

Through it all, I continued training for the November New York
marathon and wondered if it would be my last one. I could be riddled with
cancer or undergoing harsh treatment or recovering forever from being
eviscerated. Or dead.
What a price to pay for heeding the advice of wise people.
Frankly, I was tired of traveling and hunting down doctors. The
conclusion I reached was astonishingly simple: Reach a conclusion, buster!

10 - D is for Decision

The man’s hands reminded me of the late comic Morey Amsterdam’s
routine from an old LP. He was the comedian who played Buddy Sorrell on
TV’s Dick Van Dyke Show.
“He had hands like basketballs,” Amsterdam deadpanned on the record.
“No fingers. Just basketballs.”
I smirked when I looked at the hands. This seemed to unsettle him.
After all, he was a resident surgeon in urology.
“You’re going to poke around my innards with those?” I kidded him,
trying to lighten my mood.
Fortunately, he had a sense of humour and wisecracked that his role was
just to rip back skin and muscle while the surgeon handled the finer details.
When the surgeon entered, I looked at his hands first, too. He caught my
glance and assured me I’d be in good hands, so to speak.
His was the last on what had been a seemingly endless list of names for
second opinions and treatments. A few members of the local prostate
association had said he was indeed one of the experts I sought if I were to
go the surgical route. He had been one guy’s surgeon and the fellow glowed
about the care. Was there anyone (still living), I wondered, who might say
otherwise? Regardless, it was almost reassuring, or as reassuring as you
could get with the prospect of cancer surgery and god knows what
aftermath.
I told this doctor of my sojourns to other cities, researching alternatives,
and wondering if laparoscopic surgery was for me. As I’d done with each

doctor, I asked him straight out: why should I have surgery, why should he
be the guy to do it, and what about the new laparoscopic approach?
He displayed a hint of a grin, which I could take to mean: 1 - I was nuts,
in an anal sort of way. 2 - He’d been asked it all before, or 3 - Who was I to
put him on the hot seat? His demeanour with the answers was matter-offact, almost making me look forward to being dropped on a metal slab, cut
open, and rendered a different fellow.
My bottom line (which holds altogether different meaning nowadays)
was as follows:
My “numbers” were low enough and the tumor probably contained
(heard that one before).
I was young (relatively) and in good shape (heard that before, too).
It seemed like I had a positive attitude (or I was delusional, both
acceptable states).
There was every indication of “a positive outcome” (different words,
same message).
He could not make guarantees and didn’t figure any other doctor had
either (he was right).
As to the laparoscopy, he explained his perspective. His opinion was the
technique was relatively new and not yet available in Ottawa. Besides, why,
he asked rhetorically, would he start learning something new and subjecting
his patients to his learning curve when he’d developed expertise in
hundreds of open prostatectomies. I particularly liked the word “hundreds.”
The comment about a learning curve rung true, something many PC
survivors had said or written about in my research.
As to my case, yes, there were risks. Even a dental procedure has risks,
he said. However, they were minimal. I was in a job in which I could afford
time off for proper recovery. What then, he wondered, was my rush to
laparoscopy when the alternative with him promised at least as good a
result, probably better, while still being close to home and his care, should
there be a problem.
He reeled off a list of hazards, all of which I’d already heard about. The
more I heard them, the more they scared me. If I stacked them on top of
each other, the odds weren’t quite as much in my favour anymore. Maybe it
was for the best I just get it over with. By now, having memorized the litany
of risks and having been poked and prodded by doctors, I was fed up. I

understood I couldn’t prolong this much longer. It was wearing me down as
well as my family.
He gave me two potential surgery dates in January. I promised to
contact him shortly with my decision.
I shook hands with them, offering a parting shot to the resident who
countered with his reassurance that in the operating room I wouldn’t feel
anything after the first punch.
If it’s possible to feel better after meeting a man who will dive, fingers
first, into my gut, then I felt better. I wasn’t looking for a surgeon who
could wow me with his bedside manner though his was calming. I didn’t
need someone who could tell a joke or recite sports stats or spin yarns about
weirdo patients.
I needed to feel confident in his skills. I needed to know I could ask a
question and get a straightforward answer, without having to figure out if he
was being coy. I wanted a doctor who gave me the impression my case
wasn’t just another surgery. It may be, but could the guy at least fake it? No,
that’s far too cynical for the situation. There are people on the planet who
do things for the right reasons. Every doctor I’d met fit that category.
I wanted a doctor who had the unmistakable aura of a medical artist.
Hundreds of prostatectomies. Highly regarded in the city. Confident and not
willing to do a disservice to his patients by delving into a new technique too
soon.
He gave me the sense that in his able hands, with his approach and
expertise, I’d - he’d – we’d - lick prostate cancer and each of its ugly
ramifications.
I’d just completed the New York marathon and was giving myself my
habitual post-marathon rest from training. Maybe I was just tired. Maybe I
was fed up with five months of research. Maybe I was so terrified of
making a decision I’d do anything to avoid it, which would account for
delaying the inevitable for so many months.
Four days later, I called his office and booked myself a date with his
knife. It would be January 19th, nearly two months in the future.
It left me plenty of time to take care of important personal matters, like
my will, cell phone plan, and who would inherit my beloved car.
Not that I was morbid or anything. But you can’t be too prepared.

11 -Dreams and blood

The last time I had surgery, I slurped a steady diet of soft vanilla ice
cream and cherry Jello. Nurses and doctors wore white and you could
smoke in the hospital. I didn’t. The sheets were starched and stiff. My throat
was painfully dry and eased only when the ice cream slid into it.
Nevertheless, getting my tonsils out wasn’t a horrible experience and
probably wasn’t life threatening. Yes, I know, there would have been risks
for it, too. I was three years old when my mother sat beside my bed and
read me stories. The Snow Queen, for one, gave me nightmares.
A retropubic prostatectomy would likely be a different matter, if only
because it sounded more ominous than tonsillectomy. As a rule, any
procedure requiring an “ectomy” couldn’t be good. In my research, I’d seen
the use of the word “radical,” as in radical retropubic prostatectomy. I can’t
say I much cared for the extra adjective.
No sooner had I announced my intention to the chosen surgeon than the
gears went in motion. It was like a phalanx of personal medical assistants in
a downstairs van had whipped out their cell phones and agendas and started
making calls. Appointments were made for this and that. Bloodwork, preop, hospital room, surgery day and time, plans for post-op. It all had the
feeling of remarkable organization, as if they’d had done this before. I lost
control of the entire situation from the moment I phoned him. I should add
here that when I phoned his office to make my decision, he called back later
in the afternoon to reassure me all would be well. I believed him. More or
less.
Every medical person I spoke with was inordinately helpful. I suspected
the worst, figuring they knew what I was in for and it was the least they

could do to help me through my last days. Sort of a preparatory palliative
care.
Last days? No one ever said I was rational about this whole adventure.
I’d never truly contemplated death, yet I found myself wondering when
I should get my affairs in order, as they say. I hadn’t been told to do it. The
closest mention came when the surgeon pointed out the risks. It came out
sounding like a car repair.
“Sure, there are risks,” he could have been saying. “Your brakes could
fail, but if you know how to downshift, I wouldn’t worry about it. Anyway,
changing your pads and brake lining is the route to go. You might as well
get the job done. Something’s going to have to be done eventually, right?
The car’s not old, it’s in good condition. Chances are in your favour.”
Chances. Odds. Averages. Statistics. Charts. Graphs. Tables.
Longitudinal studies. None of it mattered.
Maybe I really was what they implied, a simple case. Straightforward
numbers, good health, young, cancer apparently confined. Perhaps it’s why
he asked me if I’d sign a waiver allowing the hospital to chop up my
prostate (after the surgery, I presumed) to use for analysis in a research
project.
It’s not as if I’d have any further use for it nor was I much emotionally
attached. So I gave my permission. I also consented to participating in a
blood donor research project. A nurse explained I’d be randomly placed in
one of three categories to determine how I’d give blood prior to my surgery.
There would be no risk to me. This was fine; I had enough risks to contend
with. She immediately took out a file, did some razzamatazz and, presto, I
was in the control group to give blood as I might have done anyway. In
other words, head to the Canadian Blood Services building and bleed.
This was no big deal seeing as how I’m not squeamish. Remember: I’d
been watching internet videos of prostatectomies. For many years, I’d been
a willing blood donor at local clinics. Then one year, the service altered its
rules for donation and I was red-flagged. I’d spent time in France during the
1970s and 80s and according to the blood service, too much of it by about a
month. In my view, I hadn’t spent nearly enough as I was happily on the
verge of an addiction to fine wines and food before having to return.
Anyway, due to fears of obscure diseases, I could no longer donate. Of
course, now that I had prostate cancer, being flagged became moot.

The plan was for me to donate two units of my own blood in the event I
required a transfusion during surgery. Better to have my own ready rather
than risk – again! – using a stranger’s. The prospect of a transfusion was a
bit unsettling since it meant I’d have to bleed a fair amount for medical staff
to use it. I was under the impression that if you bled too much, you die.
More thoughts of death. I’d lean back in my study’s swivel chair and
stare outside at the trees wondering what it might be like never to see them
again. I used to do that as a child in Montreal. My bedroom window looked
out onto a giant tree in the backyard. Many an hour was spent gazing at it to
the point I used to draw the tree with coloured pencils. The drawings were
poor but were a fun escape. Homework suffered. But sometimes it just
seemed a good and relaxing thing to do.
Death was not to happen to me, simply because I had too much yet to
accomplish. The prospect of going to sleep and not awakening bothered me.
When you die, do you dream, even for a moment? Or is the blackness so
complete the mind shuts down, like a computer being turned off? I’ve long
been curious about death, even about reaching the precipice of death before
suddenly pulling back, living, and recounting the experience.
From the time I booked my surgery, I half-awoke many nights and lay
still trying to imagine what it would be like for me and my family. Too
young, yet many have died too young. Too busy, yet many have died in the
midst of their life’s work. Too unprepared, yet the idea of preparing
overwhelmed me.
The rational, conscious side of me knew the odds were overwhelming
that nothing of consequence, like lots of bleeding, would happen during
surgery. Then again, I tended to lose fairly consistently playing the odds,
although once I won $66 at Jai Alai in Fort Lauderdale. Odds and statistics.
They existed in medicine because someone somewhere died during this
surgery when they weren’t supposed to.
To be safe, I wasn’t about to jinx myself. I didn’t provide family last
words, a living will, or the passwords to my e-mail accounts. I had nothing
self-incriminating in my underwear drawer. I ceased saying “goodbye” and
“so long.” I refused to listen to the Rankin Family song Fare thee well,
love.
None of it stopped the dreams though. Even during the day, I’d
sometimes close my eyes and imagine myself on the gurney moments

before going under and seeing the lights as my last visual. What would be
the last sounds? The last touches or smells?
Would I soil myself just before dying, or after, when it wouldn’t matter
(at least not to me)?
I couldn’t escape the bizarre dreams though I knew – I knew! – they
were irrational. This could kill me. This could end my time on the planet. I
wanted desperately to make light of it, yet too often at night, my eyes
welled up just before drifting off realizing that in a few hours I’d stir and
have those thoughts again.
Life grounded me. I gave my first donation in December at the hospital
where I’d have the surgery. One nurse and I chatted at length during the
procedure about her boyfriend’s triathlons, something I’d never considered
attempting. Nevertheless she was impressed I was running marathons at my
age. At my age? Good grief.
For the second blood donation, I had to go to Canadian Blood Services.
Everything started fine.
I was hooked up and chatted with the nurse. She leaned over to check
the needle, nudged it with her elbow and my beautiful red liquid spurted out
over her, me, the floors, the chair, and the table. She stopped the flow
within a couple of seconds but too late to prevent, well, a bloody mess.
She apologized almost as profusely as my blood had flowed. I settled
her down and she restarted the procedure. I made her promise that none of
my blood found on the floor or armrest would be made available during the
surgery.
Later, when I left, I couldn’t help thinking this wasn’t a good sign. Or
was the worst over? I was in no hurry to know soon.
On the plus side, a friend was moving that afternoon and he’d asked me
to help him. I agreed but added I couldn’t lift anything heavy for the rest of
the day after giving a unit of blood. I met him and his other friends and
watched while they struggled with sofas and desks. I took care of lamps and
boxes of paper towels. After about an hour of such strain, I began to feel
faint and sat down in the kitchen. They all felt very sorry for me and when
we were done, I was given extra pizza and beer.
During the whole move, I didn’t have a solitary bad dream.

12 - Getting on with it

Once the decision was made, I felt like the ketchup trying to squeeze
out of the bottle. The endless anticipation of surgery pushed on me from the
inside out.
I second-guessed myself almost hourly. I’d long since abandoned
looking up information anywhere and now just had to wait. But this didn’t
prevent me from wondering about a host of what ifs…
What if the surgeon turned out to be not quite as expert as I’d been led
to believe or wanted to believe? How would I find this out? And when?
Probably far too late to do anything about it was my guess.
What if he was having a bad day? My surgery was for 8 am, the first of
the day. What if there was an overnight snowstorm and, while shoveling his
five-car wide driveway, he had a heart attack? Did this mean the resident
with the hands like basketballs was in charge?
What if the coffee at the nurses’ station on the morning of my surgery
tasted like battery acid and sent them all scurrying to the washroom?
Wouldn’t that be enough to put them in a foul mood?
What if they lost my donated blood, or dropped the container, or it was
stolen by someone needing it for their mother’s hip replacement in
Manitoba?

What if, on the day before, my life insurance carrier (through my
employer) found a problem with my policy, but it was too late to fix it?
What if my employer, the school board, somehow didn’t believe the
doctor’s note and would not give me leave with pay? Would I need to invite
them in to watch my surgery, or did I have to go the quicker laparoscopic
route at the 11th hour?
What if no one visited me in the hospital?
What if they opened me up, decided I should have had radiation instead
then went ahead with the surgery for practice?
What if I got the ‘flu just before surgery? I’d been instructed not to, but
I wasn’t sure how much control I had over it.
What if during the surgery the anesthetic didn’t knock me out, or I bled
too much, or I talked in my sleep?
The aggravating thing was I didn’t have control over any of these. At
this stage, practically nothing I did, ate, or read would make a difference.
Except two things.
One was my state of mind. Yes, I was anxious and at moments afraid.
Mostly though, I tried to look at the looming surgery as inevitable and a
challenge I’d need to mentally prepare myself for. It was strangely similar
to preparing for a marathon. You do intense training for months, then as you
approach race day, there’s nothing more to be done, apart from avoiding the
wrong foods and staying clear of high-risk exercise like a hockey player
going into the corners against a big ugly defenceman. The rest of it is
steeling oneself to the objective of overcoming the adversity of running for
four hours. The one basic difference between the marathon and the
prostatectomy was that the surgery was to be done by someone else. I
needed to place my entire trust in strangers. At least in a marathon, I could
run, stop, walk or crawl if I chose to. The key – or rather, operative – word
here is choice. The choices to be made in the operating room would not be
mine. Giving up control would be difficult.
Maybe it was because I still found the entire cancer experience surreal,
as if it were happening to another person. It might have been I really was a
tad delusional. In any case, I could reach but one conclusion: I had to
remain positive and at least outwardly upbeat. I had to show my family and
colleagues I was ready, even for the hardships. I’m not sure to this day how
much I succeeded.

For instance, after the New York Marathon and the day after calling the
surgeon with my decision, I collected my colleagues in a room to tell them
about my PC and surgery. Until then, I hadn’t said a word to any of them
about either. This was no accident. Much as I liked my colleagues,
respected their work, and had fun with them, I’d have felt uncomfortable
around them knowing they knew something was wrong with me. People
often don’t know how to react around such things and I wasn’t interested in
putting them on the spot. So for nearly three months at the beginning of the
school year, I said nothing.
In a sad coincidence, the school’s head secretary, Johanna, a wonderful
person, was undergoing her own similar agony as her husband was
diagnosed the same week I was in July. He chose straight off to have
surgery and had it done in early September, just as school was starting. She
was beside herself with worry and the staff kept in close touch with her
during the ordeal. While her husband’s surgery went well (his was also a
low-grade PC with no previous symptoms or illnesses), he had a
complication that left him with a catheter for nearly two months.
Afterwards, he developed scar tissue around the area and needed a further
poking about. Then, he returned to work a bit early. He took on too much as
a home renovator and, while carrying a door down a flight of stairs, got a
hernia.
Meanwhile, I was keeping a tight-lipped watch over their experience,
wondering if I was doing the right thing by not saying a word about my
own situation. Of course, this is one of the more difficult choices to be
made. We never know until well after the fact if the decision was the right
one. At the time, it seemed right for me. I couldn’t brook the notion of
struggling with a decision on treatment and balancing it against how friends
or colleagues might react to my news. The affective side of my brain could
only handle small doses of reality at a time.
My announcement to staff included everything at once: prostate cancer,
surgery in January, two or three months off work. They were startled. One
young woman cried, but I didn’t put much stock in it. She was a sensitive
sort and she cried if the wrong person got voted off the TV show Survivor.
I told two runners I trained with. I wasn’t sure what the reactions would
have been had I said anything much earlier. I was the assistant coach with a
junior hockey club and, apart from my coaching colleagues and the team
owner, no one else was told. The owner was himself a survivor of two

forms of cancer and, without saying much, understood my frame of mind.
At the last game before surgery, I informed the players I’d be away for a
while due to “a surgery.” The nature of it, in my view, wasn’t important as
long as they knew why I was gone. I didn’t want them to think I’d walked
out on them for one of the myriad of reasons coaches leave teams. That
announcement, like each of the others in their own ways, was unique. The
players, 18-21 years old, were quiet and understanding. I’d deliberately left
them in the dark about it. It seemed peculiar to share such a personal thing
with young men for whom life was eternally theirs to conquer. Just one of
those things I didn’t feel comfortable talking about with them.
Perhaps selfishly, telling people was part of my mental preparation. I
felt I needed to inform those who were important to me; anyone else would
find out eventually.
It helped. In the last weeks before surgery, sharing my situation relieved
some anxiety. Mostly, life carried on normally. I chose not to redo my will
or secret away the passwords to my email accounts. I made no requests for
how to dispose of my body. I chose the tack that the surgery was merely a
bump in life’s road. I’d get over it and be up and running, figuratively and
literally, within months.
The thing that might help me, I was told, was doing the right exercises.
People didn’t mean running or calisthenics. Kegels.
What medicine was going to do inside my gut could be mitigated
somewhat by my getting the internal musculature in shape. Like just about
everything having to do with the prostate adventure, Kegel exercises meant
nothing to me before I read about them. These were the squeezing exercises
I did to minimize post-operative incontinence. While I couldn’t control the
surgeon’s knife nor if my nerves were to be spared, I could certainly ensure
that, once a catheter was removed, I could hold my water. It was bad
enough contemplating life with a tube, however short a time frame. Worse
was the notion of not having bladder control because of weak muscles.
Again, I researched thoroughly and again, it was enough to scare me.
There were plenty of valuable places to get information on the exercises
and how and when to do them. One especially interesting website, hit on
quite by accident, described in graphic detail how a well known male porn
star used to do Kegel exercises to improve his, well, performance. He
claimed they did wonders. Not that this was the affirmation I needed, but it
didn’t hurt.

From October till the night before surgery in January, I faithfully did
my Kegel exercises at my classroom desk, while driving or watching TV,
even while behind the bench of the hockey club. Most days I couldn’t recall
if I’d done them or not, so I’d do them anyway. If you could have put a
camera on my bladder muscles, you’d have seen bulging sinew. Inside, I
was probably an Adonis.
Apart from the initial decision, it was time to put my trust in the
medical profession. It hadn’t let me down yet. I saw no reason why it would
now.

13 - On your mark, get set…!

Wednesday night: The final hours on the night of January 18th were
spent languishing in my favourite armchair staring at the idiot box, as my
parents used to call it. TV serves a useful purpose at times. Mindless and
unidirectional, it dulls the mind while making you think you’re getting
something from it. The perfect idyll for the eve of cancer surgery.
A few days before, my wife bought me a neat gift. Digital TV with a
personal video recorder. Since I’d be home for a while recuperating, I could
record movies and shows and watch them any time I wanted while trying to
stave off abject boredom. It seemed like a good idea, though I was never
one to watch much TV. Still, there were a few things I supposed I might
take a look at.
As well, my brother-in-law had dropped off a DVD collection of the old
TV series Hogan’s Heroes. A work colleague bought me a book, James
Frey’s controversial A Million Little Pieces. Evidently it was about a drug
addict. I was going to be given some the next morning, so the book was
apropos. Plus I was rather looking forward to reading about someone whose
suffering might be worse than mine. Johanna, the school’s darling head
secretary, whose husband had just come through his own prostatectomy,
scar tissue episode and a hernia, gave me a book by American humourist
Dave Barry. The books and DVDs were stacked on a nearby table, awaiting
my recovery.
While I slumped in the chair, my abdomen distracted me.
It was smooth and scarless. Empty, too. The day had been mostly spent
on the toilet thanks to the remarkably effective solution the doctor had

prescribed. I had to guzzle it not once, but twice. This didn’t seem right,
that my final night of life should be passed sedately on an empty stomach.
Why not at a bar with a plate of greasy nachos?
I was bored, left to contemplate a future of questionable length. In the
morning I’d be sliced and diced, never the same again. If I survived, what
state would my lower parts be in? If I was doomed to be in the infinitesimal
percentage of people who succumb on the operating table, could I come up
with clever and memorable last words? Would anyone be around to hear
them? And if not, do they count as last words?
Around 8 pm, a taxi pulled in to the driveway. Up the walkway
bounded my brother from Toronto, suitcase in hand. His surprise visit was
an endearing show of support on the eve of my surgery. I’ve promised him
I’ll return the favour when he gets his next brain transplant.
My wife, my brother and I sat in the living room and filled air time with
unremarkable conversation. If there was something significant said, I can’t
recall what it was. My son was living out of the country while my daughter,
not home that evening, didn’t quite know how to deal with it all. This left
just us three and the dog, typically non-plussed and more prone to pass gas
than opinion.
I’d like to think my small inner circle of friends who knew about the
situation were similarly in anguish that night over my state. One part of me
wished they’d be so upset over my pending demise, they couldn’t eat (and
sure didn’t need the double enema motivation). Another, more rational part,
realized this was ridiculous and life would continue. Somewhere on the
planet, a heckuva party was going on and they wouldn’t know I existed. It
was reminiscent of a mother telling her child to clean off the dinner plate
because there were millions of starving people in China. Even if the kid
finished the meal, they’d still be starving, so what was the point?
A couple of friends called to wish me luck. I told them it was mostly
out of my hands and in the surgeon’s. It was the thought, wasn’t it? They
wanted to make me feel better and succeeded in failing to do it. I didn’t say
so. It was odd hearing others wish me well and trying to reassure me the
worst would be over in a day. They may have been right, but it was damned
hard wrapping my head around the idea.
I went to bed, curling up on my side facing the window. The curtains
were slightly pulled back, enough to see the winter night sky and the tops of
trees.

Little tears slid off my cheeks and dripped onto the pillowcase.
Thursday morning, 6 am: A fitful sleep. The short one before the long
one? I dressed, ate nothing and pined for a toasted bagel and coffee. I grit
my teeth while my wife and brother slopped down some breakfast. I was
even jealous of the dog’s food.
I showered. This was important. My mother always told me to make
sure I wore clean underwear in case I got hit by a bus. She never said
anything about major surgery around one’s parts because, I guess, mothers
don’t want to fixate on their children getting sick, nor their parts.
During the shower, I envisioned my own autopsy, which naturally
would never happen. But if…IF I were to die in the O.R., friends and
family would know there could be only two causes: either the surgeon blew
it, or my body rebelled and shut down out of spite. I couldn’t be certain I
wouldn’t die and need an autopsy, so I made sure I was sparkling clean. I
even dabbed on an “ocean-energizing” body wash.
“Gosh,” a nurse would mutter over my rigid dead frame, “this guy
smells great. Are you ready for the retractor now, Doctor?”
I vigorously scrubbed my teeth, too. In case a forensic dentist happened
by. Or the ceiling of the hospital collapsed and I could only be identified
through dental records.
These were strange thoughts. Then again, it was a strange experience.
I kissed the dog, scritched his ears and told him I’d be back in ten
minutes. He believed me. He always believed me. Whenever we left him
alone, we told him we’d be gone ten minutes. Dogs have no sense of time.
We could be out for days and all he’d know is we’d exited the front door
then miraculously re-entered seconds later. When my son left for Europe in
August, we told the dog he’d be gone twenty minutes. This was stretching
credibility a bit, however, it didn’t seem to bother him. It was at moments
like this I envied the inferior canine intellect.
Early January mornings in Ottawa are not always miserable. In fact,
when I got into the car to go the hospital, I rather liked the whiteness and
cold. It felt alive. When I come home from the hospital in a few days, I
assured myself, I won’t have to shovel snow for a couple of months, a
definite positive. Maybe it’s true. Everything has an upside.
It was the first real moment when I knew I’d win.

14 - …GO!

Another upside: For a hospital stay, you don’t need to pack much.
They tell you to leave jewelry or valuables at home. Evidently,
roommates, nurses and interns aren’t to be trusted. It’s a bit disconcerting
that, while your dressing is being changed, your wallet might be undressed,
too. Do thieves linger in the halls of our hospitals? When I put my watch on
my bedroom dresser, I tried to imagine a thief sneaking up to my hospital
bed. He’d quietly reach for it and slink away knowing I couldn’t possibly
jump out of bed to give chase because I’d trip over the tubes. And I still
didn’t know how mobile I could be with a catheter.
Packing wasn’t what I’d done. Stuffing seemed more like it. Everything
could have fit into a Ziploc sandwich bag: two pairs of underwear, a teeshirt, toothbrush and toothpaste, deodorant (why, for heaven’s sake? I was
going to be bedridden!), razor and shaving cream, and a comb.
A comb. I’d have tubes sticking out of every orifice, there’d be a faint
urine odour in the air, I’d be adorned in hospital chic, and incapable of a
coherent sentence. But my hair would be neat. In the immortal words of
comedian Billy Crystal’s character Fernando, “It’s better to look good than
to feel good.”
We got to the hospital by 6:30 am. I registered and was fitted for a
hospital bracelet available in just one colour. It didn’t say I was having a
radical prostatectomy, so I assumed everyone would know.
I recalled the old joke about the surgeon visiting his patient after the
operation.
“I have good news and bad news,” announces the surgeon.
“What’s the bad news?” the patient asks.
“We cut off the wrong leg.”
“Ohmigod! What’s the good news?”
“The other leg’s getting better.”
Attention Richard Bercuson’s doctors and nurses! Read the wristband.
This will be a prostatectomy. No other ectomies will be acceptable.

At 7 am, I was given my hospital duds and filled out a form that
absolved everyone in Ontario’s medical profession and the Premier of
blame in the event of my demise.
I was taken to a bed, had my vital signs checked and provided new
socks. I could even keep them afterwards if I liked though I couldn’t
imagine why I would.
Knee-length support hose. Designed to prevent blood clots and not
make a fashion statement, a consistent theme. Each had to be forcibly
yanked above the knee by rolling onto my back and pulling vigorously as
my leg poked skyward. When I was done, I was out of breath.
Weeks ago, the doctor and a PC surgery survivor had both advised me
to accept whatever light sedative was offered. No need to be a hero, they’d
said. I took their advice and quickly felt a wee glow. It made me talk a bit
more, not a good thing.
Just past 7:30 am (according to my wife who guarded my watch), a
fellow arrived to wheel me to the operating room. My brother and wife
walked behind the bed.
Through a blanketed valley between my feet, I watched our route along
the corridors, in case I wanted to escape at the last moment. Every few
seconds I peered up to the ceiling watching the light fixtures disappear
behind me. One of my favourite TV series was Six Feet Under about a
family funeral home. Its opening credits included a scene of a dead body
under a sheet on a gurney being wheeled to the morgue. The similarity
wasn’t lost on me, except for the significant detail I was alive.
At the surgical area entrance, where only medical staff and victims like
me could go, I said goodbye. Or maybe it was “see you later.” This wasn’t
emotional, at least not for me. The glow, remember? I had to stay upbeat,
partly for their sake and partly for posterity. I’d want it said how moments
before surgery, with his life on the line, he was still positive.
My bed was pushed along a wall outside the O.R. A nurse wearing a
surgical mask seemed to appear from through the wall (the glow!). She
reviewed the chart at the end of the bed which I hoped read in large block
letters, “THIS IS A PROSTATECTOMY. DO NOT MESS ME UP!”
A second nurse arrived, her mask lowered to her chin. She was in
charge of the O.R. and reassured me all would be well. We chit-chatted for
a few seconds. I can’t imagine I was making much sense, yet we talked like
we’d known each other for years. After saying I was a marathoner who’d

just finished the New York race, I discovered she had been, too. She’d run
seven and had to stop due to knee injuries. I said I might have to stop after
my three because I’d be dead. She patted my feet and laughed.
“Not a chance,” she said. “You’re going to do great. Give it three to
four months and you’ll be back running.”
With that, she wheeled me in. There was still time to roll off the bed
and stagger away. It did cross my mind.
I saw no faces. Just backs. Every person in the room was fiddling with
something. Maybe they were shuffling cards. Maybe they were pouring
coffee.
The room was drab. I didn’t notice any fancy machines, including,
thankfully, defibrillating paddles.
With the help of two nurses I slid onto the operating table. Shouldn’t
there be Mozart on a stereo system or the sound of a thumping heartbeat,
like on TV?
Nothing. Quiet. Deathly so.
I lay there for a moment and stared up at the circle of lights. I was
hungry.
A voice whispered to relax. The lights didn’t go out. But I sure did.

15 - Wake-up call

An unfortunate sidelight of being drugged into sleep is there are no
dreams.
How cool it might have been to awaken Thursday afternoon smirking
from a wonderful dream. It didn’t happen. Six hours of my life had been
cropped from my brain. I was pretty sure what happened. I just wish I’d had
the faintest memory of it.
Even now, I struggle to recall any detail between when I fell asleep in
the O.R. and woke up in my hospital room. I’ve been particularly interested
in what went on in post-op. Was I smiling? Was I yakking? Was I writhing
in agony? Was I a model patient, or the one nurses will curse till their
retirement? Nothing. It’s a black hole.
Instead, I awoke in my urology ward room mumbling. Some would
maintain this is consistent with my normal conscious state. My head lolled
and I raised one arm. Something was sticking out of it. I surveyed my
surroundings. There were tubes, plastic bags, sheets, drab walls, curtains,
and, at the foot of the bed, my wife, daughter, and brother.
My God! They were dead, too!
It seemed ridiculous to die and spend eternity in a hospital room. Then
again, maybe I was medicated and not dead.
As it happened, I pulled through.
Did they actually remove my prostate? This is the bizarre part of postsurgery, especially when you’ve never been through it. If seeing is

believing, I’d seen nothing in the operating room. No scalpels or other
utensils meant to do nasty things to the human body. To the best of my
knowledge, no video had been taken and so I wouldn’t be able to watch it
later. A disappointment. I might have been the star of an internet video of
the world’s best prostatectomy patient. Even better, if they’d given me a
local anesthetic versus a general one, I could provide the play-by-play.
Maybe this was an elaborate ruse. They made me believe surgery was
the route to go when actually all they did was administer drug cocktails and
plunk me in a hospital bed. A pretty convincing hoax, given the authentic
set props.
Any moment, I expected the doctor to slither in and announce he had
good news and bad news. The good news was there was no evidence of
prostate cancer. It had been misdiagnosed. The bad news? They’d removed
my intestines by mistake. I could go home in five months, once they figured
out what I’d do about eating and digesting.
A nurse sauntered in, fiddled with the tubes and asked how I felt. Well,
I was feeling just fine of course, though a bit groggy after a long mid-day
nap. Hadn’t it just been a nap? I may have asked how she was feeling, just
to be polite.
The three people at the foot of my bed, none of them dead, weren’t
jumping up and down, screaming, “HE’S ALIVE! HE’S ALIVE!” It was
rather subdued. They were looking at me as if I’d just risen from a horrible
ordeal. I stared back wondering what the big to-do was about a nap.
The rest of the day was a fog. I wasn’t energetic and had no
compunction to get out of bed and go for a short run. I was still hungry and
was fairly certain I hadn’t eaten in a while. In fact, I hadn’t eaten a proper
meal in nearly 48 hours, what with the stomach emptying routine the day
before.
It seemed, too, I was tethered to the bed by a tube. At first I wasn’t sure
what it was. Not long after I awakened, a man came into the room and knelt
beside the bed. I heard gurgling sounds. It was a bit puzzling till he rose
holding a container, walked to the washroom and poured the contents into
the toilet. What could he have been doing down there?
There were a few lucid moments, like when my tummy got itchy and I
went to scratch it. I peeled back the sheet and hospital gown. I wasn’t
wearing underwear. This was rather unseemly. There was also a large white
bandage covering my abdomen where the itch was.

The picture got worse. A few inches to the right (from the top down
perspective), a tiny tube stuck out of my body with light red fluid dripping
into a small bag.
Still worse. I pulled back the sheet further. Below the large bandage was
a tube stuck into, well, my member. My fingers followed the tube across my
legs and down to my left beside the bed to where the man had earlier knelt.
I’d been catheterized. It wasn’t a nap at all, was it? They really did it.
They took out my prostate.
I lay back on the inclined bed and searched for a deep thought. The
deepest I could muster was, isn’t it time to eat?

16 – Now what?

For someone who’d never been hospitalized, apart from the childhood
tonsillectomy, I quickly concluded this was not a place I’d enjoy for a long
visit.
I shared a room with two other men. My insurance coverage allowed
for a private room. However the urology unit was a small one and the few
single rooms were occupied. From almost the time I awakened post-op, I
became concerned about privacy. My bed was inside the door so passers-by
were able to see me lying there, tubed up. Anyone visiting my roommates
needed to pass by the foot of my bed and could also see me.
I used to do that as a hospital visitor myself. I’d wonder what the
hapless soul was doing here and whether or not the bed would be empty
tomorrow because the body had been taken to the morgue.
Being by the door meant that when a nurse or doctor came in to check
on the others, I knew about it first. We were at close quarters, separated
only by white drapes and so I could hear conversations or the sounds of
tape or machinery. Or bodily functions. There’s a lot of that in hospitals.

There was no privacy. I was a private person whose personal habits
weren’t to be shared with the public. It was a little at odds with my
marathon experiences where acts normally reserved for cubicles or urinals
are done almost in the open. During my first marathon, I’d been surprised to
see runners darting into partially hidden areas to relieve themselves,
females included. You’d avert your eyes from someone squatting in the
bushes though you knew darned well what they were up to.
Before long, I did it myself. In New York, I had to urinate so badly
coming down 1st Avenue in Brooklyn that I ducked off the street. With a
cop’s permission, I peed on the back wheel of a nearby dump truck.
Another time, I exited the marathon crowd and darted behind a derelict
building where I discovered a half dozen other runners accomplishing the
same tasks. No privacy there, that was for sure. Each time, I rejoined the
race, running much faster.
In a hospital though, privacy doesn’t exist. Especially with a
prostatectomy where it seemed the focus was on nothing but urination,
passing gas, getting an early bowel movement, and care of a catheter.
My brother had to return to Toronto and I told my wife I’d be fine for
the night, that there was little chance of cashing in my life insurance, unless
the food killed me. No sooner did they leave my bedside that first afternoon
than the recuperation wheels went into motion.
The man who’d knelt by my bed to empty the catheter bag was Dave, a
patient care worker, once known as an orderly. I couldn’t know it right
away, but Dave became an integral part of my recovery, both physically and
mentally. Orderly to me had the connotation of either Jerry Lewis hamming
it up in an early 1960s movie, or immigrants with a smattering of English
cleaning bedpans for old folks. He was far from either. A father with a son
playing minor hockey, which brought about an instant bond, he provided
me many helpful hints over my hospital stay. While nurses scurried about
on rounds, Dave seemed to appear out of nowhere to adjust this or that or
see to it I was comfortable. This was immensely important for me because,
while I knew I wasn’t in a cheap hotel, I hadn’t a clue how to go about
recovering from cancer surgery. Not that anyone would unless they’d been
through it a few times, and I had no immediate plans for a repeat hospital
engagement. Naturally, even if one were to happen, it’d be without a
prostate.

I quickly got the impression the hospital didn’t want me around for
long. Perhaps it was the need for my bed or, I hoped, the more caring
philosophy that I’d recover better at home. Barring a setback, I was due to
leave on Sunday morning, less than four days after major surgery, which a
prostatectomy most assuredly is. In fact, after my visitors left and I awaited
the meal of my life, I contemplated what had been done in my gut.
A prostatectomy is delicate surgery. It’s not just tinkering with soft
tissue; it’s finger-dancing though the finest of nerves and vessels. From
what I recalled of diagrams and videos, everything seemed jammed into this
tiny space with everything else. It was like the rear of my computer, where
dozens of wires and cables overlap and are entangled with each other.
Tracing one to its power source is tricky work. Reduce that space to the size
of my fist, decrease the width of the wires to those of floss, throw in a few
gooey glands and little tubes and you’d get a sense of what urology
surgeons were working with. The slightest slip could permanently affect a
number of bodily functions, which I wanted to keep working for a good
long time.
The empty feeling in my gut was only partly due to being minus a
prostate. Hunger was setting in. I wasn’t sure if I was allowed to eat so soon
after surgery. Meanwhile, moving in the bed was a chore. The nurse had
instructed me to hold a pillow to my stomach whenever I felt the need to
cough, laugh, or sit up. This didn’t leave much. It had something to do with
popping the incision. “It’ll heal quickly on the outside, slowly on the
inside,” she said. Fortunately, the modern hospital bed is equipped with
electronic controls for the patient to play with. For about 15 minutes, I
tinkered with it, putting my body in weird positions to test comfort levels.
And right away, they wanted me up and walking. How could this be
possible? Were they nuts? My stomach was empty and my legs practically
limp from a numbing anesthetic. I was still on pain medication and felt a bit
of a buzz. I was wearing not too chic hospital attire with my parts hanging
down from no underwear. Speaking of parts, a key one had a tube poking
out of it and connected to a plastic bag. An intravenous needle linked me to
another bag on a metal stand because apparently my blood pressure was
still a bit low. How could I possibly walk, let alone get out of bed? Sleep
seemed the better option.
Along came Dave.

He showed me how to lean and twist, holding the pillow against my
stomach. He helped me swing my rubbery legs over the side of the bed and
untangle from the tubes. It took a couple of minutes but I was on my feet.
He stood on one side of me while the other was occupied by the IV stand. I
couldn’t help being embarrassed by the catheter bag, but the feeling was
soon overtaken by concentrating on taking a few steps without falling. Nine
weeks earlier I’d run a marathon, for crying out loud. How the mighty had
fallen.
I managed to walk as far as the next room down the hall, perhaps four
metres. Dave told me it was enough for the first day. He got no argument. I
returned to my bed exhausted.
Dinner arrived shortly after. The mind is a curious instrument as it’s
able to block out life’s most trying moments. It explains why, as I write this
memoir, I can recall precious little of the hospital meals’ exact contents.
However, less than ten hours after surgery, I would’ve wolfed down road
kill. There may have been potatoes and carrots and a piece of, I think, pork
chop. Maybe there was a little dessert, too. The food may or may not have
been fully cooked or even edible. It didn’t matter. It vanished from my plate
in a blink. When the tray was removed and Dave happened by again to
empty the catheter bag, he told me that the next big events would be
tomorrow. What was that, I asked. How to shower with a catheter and my
first post-op bowel movement.
I could barely contain my excitement.

17 – Escape plans

By the night of my first day in the hospital, I was ready to leave.
Various hook-ups suggested otherwise, but these were details.
Though I was groggy and weakened, it was Thursday night that sealed
the deal. My two roommates kept me up most of the night. If they’d been
screaming in pain or sobbing uncontrollably I would have understood.
Instead, they talked. Loudly. Very loudly. Almost shouting, in fact. How
lovely for them both they’d made new friends in the hospital, but it was at
the expense of my recovery. Around two a.m., I fingered the automatic bed
lifter upper. It raised my torso enough to project my voice into another time
zone. I snapped at them to keep quiet so dying people could rest.
There was silence. I lowered myself and went to sleep.
Hospitals, of course, are not the best place for recuperation. As a novice
patient, I discovered this rather quickly. The nurses were wonderful, even
saint-like, as they checked my every possible vital sign and addressed my
needs. Yet they had to do it in the middle of the night, in the middle of the
morning, in the middle of the afternoon and, invariably, in the middle of a
nap. Not their fault, but I was soon becoming sick and tired of being sick
and tired. The food was horrific and the company in my little ward
forgettable. I began to look forward to Dave’s visits so we could talk
hockey, the closest I’d come to normalcy.
I was greatly bothered by the catheter. Who wouldn’t be? Apart from
the bandage on my gut and a drainage bag hanging from it, the catheter was
the obvious telltale sign I had something done to my privates. I never had
much pain, thanks to the drugs, and so I was still living the bizarre dream
that maybe this hadn’t happened to me.

The dream ended the next morning, Friday, when the resident surgeon
visited me on his rounds. I’d never met him and no, he wasn’t the fellow
with hands like basketballs. It was a short visit. He said: surgery went great,
I’ll be fine, no positive margins around the prostate meaning they likely got
it all, catheter in for a week, going home Sunday, get on your feet and walk,
the food doesn’t get any better. And he vanished, never to return. The rest
was left to the nurses.
I tried every day to walk a bit further. Objectives included getting past
the next room, then the hall shower room, then the nurses’ station. The
parking lot was the main one, naturally, but I had to wait till Sunday for it.
Meanwhile, in came visitors when they weren’t supposed to. Morning,
afternoon, night. Two of my run club teammates, Colleen and Susan, with
whom I’d conquered the New York marathon, showed up with a new water
bottle belt. The old one disappeared at Fort Wadsworth on Staten Island in
the moments before the marathon. I’d set it on the ground to go to the portapotty and when I came back, it was gone.
My school principal, John, arrived Friday afternoon and expressed
shock at how good I looked. By then, most of the medication had worn off
so I figure I still had enough of a glow to fool him. Johanna, the head
secretary whose husband had just undergone a prostatectomy, came by
bearing gifts. She brought me a stack of new bed pads in case I suffered
from leakage when I got home. She also had some men’s incontinence
underwear her husband hadn’t opened. Darned thoughtful, although they
struck a chord. Leak? Me? For how long?
On Saturday morning, a former teaching colleague visited. I was in the
middle of my exercise stroll and had made it to the corridor by the elevators
when Tony ambled up and presented me with a Tim Hortons coffee and a
bag filled with newspapers. I thanked him and he told me to open the
papers. I said I’d look at them when I got back to my room. No, he said,
open them now. So I riffled through the bag and yanked out the hidden gift,
a Playboy magazine. He howled with laughter. Is this in bad taste, he asked
me? Probably, I said, and laughed with him, holding my tummy in with a
pillow. Another message. Sex. I’d read plenty of material about postoperative erectile dysfunction, the kind of thing that would strike other,
older, sicker men. Certainly not me. Perish the thought.
Two hockey buddies, Larry and Ron, came and went. Larry stared at me
from the foot of the bed and seemed off-put by my state. So was I. We

chatted for a few minutes but I had nothing profound to say apart from
complaints about the food. I wasn’t much of a host. Ron was also a long
distance runner and a ridiculously fast one. He appeared a half hour later
dripping sweat and chomping on a muffin. The hospital served as a
convenient turnaround point for a training run. What some guys will do to
do save on parking.
I made great headway in a couple of areas that accelerated my Sunday
escape. One was that first bowel movement the nurse and Dave said was so
important. Once I accomplished it, the day after surgery, I knew what they
meant. You couldn’t strain. You just had to sit there and wait for gravity and
the crummy breakfast coffee to take hold. Showering was another
milestone. I’d only ever showered with men after playing sports and even
then there was a certain convention to it. You don’t look at the other guys.
Ever.
I had this marvelous catheter and not a clue how to manage a shower
without ripping it out. Dave helped me into the shower as well as how to
empty the bag. Awkward is how I’d best describe the exercise.
By Saturday night, my blood pressure, which had been a tad low,
returned to normal. The bandage was off, the little gut drainage sack gone,
the I.V. disconnected and my energy such that I could walk the hallway for
15 minutes without fatiguing.
It was time to make my escape, albeit with the doctor’s permission.
Late Sunday morning, my wife helped me bundle up into real clothes. She
brought me wide track pants to slide over the catheter bag then headed
downstairs to fetch the car for surely I wouldn’t be able to make it to the
parking lot. I said my goodbyes, except to my roommates, who’d changed
three times over since Thursday night. Still, I held a grudge against their
beds for not letting me sleep the first night. I snuck out without either guy
knowing I was gone.
Under my own steam, I waddled like I’d just gotten off a horse, afraid
to stroll too vigorously in case the catheter popped out and urine filled my
winter boots. At the entrance to the hospital, I stood in the doorway and
surveyed the snowy scene as my wife held open the car door. I eased into
the front seat, holding my gut as instructed.
We pulled away and headed home. No nurses or Dave ran after me to
take care of last minute things. I’d survived a prostatectomy, managed four

days of hospital food and intermittent sleep, and got out ready to tackle the
next stage.
During the 20-minute drive home, I did more Kegel exercises.

18 – Life with a catheter

I’d like to say that I was cured of prostate cancer and became sick from
hospital food. Neither was true. I didn’t really expect cancer surgery to cure
me. It was nothing more than a wishful thought. Even the doctors, or rather,
especially the doctors, were quick to point out the statistics. I could become
relatively cancer-free over time. But cured? No, ham had a better chance of
getting cured than me.
There were plenty of other things for me to be delusional about. I could
imagine bland hospital meals would someday do me good. If their role was
to promote post-prostatectomy bowel movements, then yes, they were
invaluable that way. Otherwise, my hospital sojourn was chock full of
visitors’ gifts like muffins, fresh fruit, and proper bagels. In other words,
real food. As for post-operative miracles, what I heard from the doctors and
nurses was sufficient motivation. I’d be back to a semblance of normalcy in
a few months.
One person who convinced me of this more than any other was a
woman I barely knew. She visited me twice and both times buoyed my
spirits, though trying to temper my exuberance to get up and just go. She
was the operating room nurse who’d run seven marathons. It was she who
wheeled me in that Thursday morning and directed staff to help me onto the
O.R. table. Our few words in the corridor must have led her to see how
worried I was at surviving, let alone ever running again. So she came to my

room during her breaks and warned me not to do any running or heavy
exercise for at least three months. The recuperation period, she advised, was
relatively short in comparison with living the rest of my life without
complications. They were words I didn’t forget and I often wonder if she
can ever know how important her visits were.
I left the hospital with spare catheter bags. One type was for mobility, to
be strapped to my shin. The other was larger and needed to be hung from
the bed at night. In the hospital, this was simple since the beds had hooks
and rails. At home, I faced a problem. It was solved by my friend and
prostate advisor, Johanna. When her husband was at home, needing a
catheter for two months due to a complication, she fashioned a hook by
stuffing the handle of a plastic kitchen fork between the mattress and box
spring. The bag then hung from the fork and was automatically below the
level of the body. This was obviously important, as Dave instructed the day
I left. As for the mobility bag, it attached neatly beneath just about any pair
of slacks or track pants. Since it was a typical Ottawa winter when I went
home, I wouldn’t be wearing shorts for a while. I admit though that while
resting at home during the day and with no one around, I took to donning
my running shorts with the bag in plain sight.
I suppose one can become used to just about anything. The catheter was
a nuisance but I knew it was a short-term nuisance, or so I’d been told. It
would be out in a week. People deal with a lot worse for much longer, I
kept telling myself. Johanna’s husband Peter told me he never let the
catheter hinder his movements. He used to drive to the local Tim Hortons
and sit by the hour drinking coffee, knowing full well he’d never have to
get up to pee. It was strangely liberating. I wished I’d had it the day I drove
to Toronto for a doctor’s appointment and experienced the urinary
explosion at the Home Depot off Highway 401.
Nighttime was the trickiest. Hanging the large bag from the fork
contraption wasn’t hard. Moving in bed without yanking on the tube was
another issue. So was seeing to it the tube always hung down. It meant
changing my sleeping habits. I was afraid to sleep on my stomach for fear
I’d choke off the flow. If I turned to my side, away from the bag, I could
pull the catheter out. There weren’t many options left.
The first week home, the anesthetic’s effects were still very much
evident and I found myself napping twice a day. The couch in the TV room
was ideal. I had to wear the mobility bag on the left leg and let the leg hang

over the side to the floor to ensure a downward flow. Again, I had to sleep
on my back but since it was just a nap, it felt more natural.
Emptying and reattaching new bags became part of my routine. There
really wasn’t much to it. The bags and caring for where the catheter tube
inserted were simple tasks. Of course, I couldn’t easily fathom the idea of
having a catheter for much longer, yet it turned out to be less of a pain than
I’d feared. I admit to being curious about how the thing managed to stay
attached inside me and how hard a yank it would take to pull it out. I
learned the catheter is inserted through the penis and up the urethra into the
bladder where a small balloon inflates and holds it in place. The catheter is
removed when the balloon is deflated. It then slides out easily, which is
exactly how mine was done eight days after surgery.
During the first few days at home, I wouldn’t dream of going out of the
house. I was already on doctor’s orders not to lift even a two-litre bag of
milk, let alone shovel snow in the driveway. This made life with no one
around to see me wonderfully convenient. My peculiar walking gait –
paranoid as I was about the catheter popping out and spraying urine
everywhere – would arouse suspicion. I managed daily walks, getting up to
a few blocks before returning home and flopping onto the couch. I’m fairly
certain no one watched me.
Only one visitor happened by, my colleague, Anna, who called first
asking to see how I was doing. She brought me coffee and I recall giggling
and having to explain why. There were phone calls from friends but I told
them it might be a while before I’d be out and about.
Naturally, working with the hockey team was out of the question that
week, yet I was determined to not wait it out much longer. It wasn’t so
much that the team desperately needed me. Instead, I felt my recovery
needed a few jolts and getting out there was another way to do it. After the
catheter came out.
I saw the surgeon eight days post-op. Before entering his office, a nurse
had me lie on a table and lower my pants. She removed the catheter in less
than a minute. I felt nothing. Better yet, there was no spray. Just in case, I’d
come equipped with thick pads given to me by Johanna. I also wore a dark
tracksuit. The doctor said I was healing well and gave me my three-month
walking papers. Continue the Kegels and don’t lift anything heavier than
two-litres of milk. He gave me prescriptions for Viagra and Levitra stating

this was the time to start taking small doses every couple of days to help the
sexual nerves come back to life. Music to my ears.
I’d been considering a visit to my son who was working in Lyon,
France, but was afraid the strain of traveling would harm me, not to
mention not having the energy. This was late January and I wouldn’t be
going till mid March. I worried about deep vein thrombosis on the plane
because I hadn’t done any exercise. How would I lug my suitcase around?
What about leakage? The doctor it was fine to go. Be careful, take baby
aspirin daily, move around in the plane, bring some pads, and don’t worry
about it. I was doing quite well and such a trip wouldn’t hurt me unless I
did something stupid, like carry heavy suitcases up steps.
I went home to book the trip leaving the catheter paraphernalia at the
hospital. I also went to the drugstore to search for incontinence diapers and
pads. I figured a guy my age standing at the display and staring at the
different types wouldn’t be noticed. No way he’d be buying for himself,
people would think.
Life without the catheter was going to be a darn sight better than with it.

19 – Padding investments

No sooner was the catheter gone than I worked at regaining a
semblance of normalcy. This was easier dreamed of than accomplished.
For instance, it isn’t normal for a man of any age to spend 15 minutes
fingering through packages of women’s protective pads to check for size
and thickness. It’s not as if someone might come by and expect an
explanation. No one did, but I was ready for them. It would begin with their
quizzical look. Then I’d shake my head and take on the thoroughly puzzled
and exasperated façade of a husband or brother or father.
“These all seem the same, and I just can’t recall what she asked me to
get. Darned confusing, isn’t it?”
Who in his or her right mind could argue with that, let alone answer
what I deemed a rhetorical question? Best to leave the poor fellow in his
confusion, and they’d slink away.
Occasionally I caught sight of a pharmacy employee making an extra
trip by the display. I imagined the kid returning to the employee lunchroom.
“You oughta see what the guy in aisle 4 is doing. He’s opening every
make of pads, takes one out, examines it, then shrugs and puts it back. Is
that weird, or what?”

Yes, I confess. It was weird. There’s nothing comfortable or natural
about it. But in a post-prostatectomy world, you do what you gotta do.
To my surprise, and relief, I didn’t have a serious problem once the
catheter was removed. The doctor attributed it to a combination of the
Kegel exercises and a successful surgery. In other words, we both did well.
Still, I leaked and it took a good deal of experimenting to find the right pad.
The basic problem was this. No one had invented something for men with
only mild incontinence. There were adult diapers I tried for a couple of
days. However they were too bulky and warm, far more than what I needed.
A second level solution was a large rectangular pad made specifically for
men. If I’d attached a string, I’d look like I was wearing a loincloth in
Spartacus.
So I cut the pad in half and stuffed it into my underwear. This was now
the right size. Except after a few days, I developed a nasty rash from the
pads’ fibres, which got wet from the urine drips and attached themselves to
my upper thighs. Lesson learned: do not cut into sterile pads.
Since there was nothing for men, my next resort was the vast array of
choices women had. I found long and thin, long and thick, short and thin,
short and thick, and all with or without self-sticking wings that neatly stuck
to my underwear shorts and often my hair. Over a couple of months I tested
various ones and concluded that, for everyday activities, a single pad of a
particular size did the job. When I became more active, as I did in March, I
started to double them up.
No amount of pads, though, could stop the frequent need for urination.
My muscles were not yet pumped up enough to stem the flow, especially in
winter’s cold or after drinking wine, beer, or coffee.
Two weeks after surgery, I returned behind the bench of the junior
hockey team. I’d rummaged through my old hockey equipment and
snatched a rounded hip pad from a pair of pants. It fit over my abdomen so
that any accidental smack would be absorbed by the pad. I even drove with
it, stuffing it under the lap part of the seat belt so the belt wouldn’t rub
where the incision was. I couldn’t lift anything or bend easily, which meant
getting to and from the team bench in some rinks was an adventure.
Another of the coaches held my arm as I gingerly slid across the ice to our
bench. In one rink, the opposition found it amusing that one coach had to
hold the arm of the other, and cracked jokes at us. I waved and smiled, as if
to admit to being an absolute wussy.

Between periods, I’d bolt for the washroom as soon as we got to the
dressing room. No period could be analyzed till yours truly had emptied his
bladder.
I even ran practices wearing the pad. Since I couldn’t do exercise nor
run the risk of getting bumped, donning my skates was out of the question.
The players were quite respectful of my need to bring them to the bench to
direct drills or give instruction. Again though, the cold environment didn’t
do the bladder much good. As I talked, I could sometimes feel the liquid in
the pads. It was why, for months, I always carried a half dozen extra ones in
my pockets.
Working with the hockey team was as active as I’d become in the weeks
after the operation. The rest of the time was spent at home, reading, writing,
and resting. There wasn’t much strain on my system.
This changed with the trip to France. The doctor had given me the goahead and I made arrangements for the 10-day trip. It would begin with a
couple of days in Paris visiting my cousin, then to Lyon to visit my son who
was teaching English in an elementary school. I’d also arranged three days
for us in nearby Torino to see the Paralympics, specifically the sledge
hockey competition since I knew one of the Team Canada coaches as well
as a Team USA coach. Coincidentally, my friend with Team USA had had
brachytherapy the year before and we’d been exchanging notes and stories
over the phone and email. It turned out that an advisor with the American
team had had a prostatectomy as well. I was in good company.
I had every intention of packing light for the trip. I wasn’t allowed to
lift anything heavy and it was still only seven weeks post-op. Besides, my
energy was not yet anywhere near where it should be. The packing took a
bad turn when my son informed me he needed various essentials, like
peanut butter and maple syrup. Also, his Lyon abode only had one bed so I
had to stuff a self-inflating air mattress into the suitcase. Then there were
the scads of clothing a friend at Hockey Canada gave me so my son and I
could be appropriately attired when cheering on our national sledge team.
The suitcase weighed a good deal more than what I’d hoped and was
certainly heavier than two litres of milk. Still, the beauty of North American
travel is that you can transport heavy bags without much effort. Ramps,
elevators and carts work well here. Paris was another story.
I calculated how many pads I’d need daily and doubled the figure. They
were crammed into my suitcase and carry-on bag as well as pants pockets. I

brought only dark pants, having discovered a couple of times that if the
pads become saturated, it would show through on certain fabrics and
colours. Annoying and embarrassing. I took my daily aspirin and
contemplated wearing the gorgeous white support hose I’d wrestled onto
my legs the morning of the surgery. Instead, I trashed them.
The airports and flights from Ottawa and then Newark posed no real
wee-wee issues. I changed pads a few times and when I got to Charles de
Gaulle airport in Paris, I was bone dry.
But after the trains and subway rides, I discovered Paris is not
handicapped friendly. Stairs everywhere. I dragged the wheeled suitcase up
and down flights and with every lurch, I felt liquid. By the time I was on the
street walking to my cousin’s apartment, I knew I was soaked through. I felt
my face redden. Surely everyone on the street would stop and stare. Except
I was wearing dark blue slacks and my accidents remained hidden.
When I got to Lyon, my son took me on walking tours all over the city.
About every half hour I needed to pee, which is a problem in a city where
public restrooms are almost non-existent. Leakage was a frequent
companion. One pair of cargo slacks, my most comfortable ones, became
impractical to wear after an hour of walking.
When we visited Torino, I faced similar troubles. Just before the
Paralympic opening ceremonies, I found a bank of outdoor porta-potties. I
managed to get to one just before long lines formed at it. Probably no one
had started drinking enough yet. It was even worse when we attended the
Team Canada sledge games at the Stado Olimpico, which had exactly one
washroom on each side of the stands for nearly 5,000 people. Between
periods the lineups were long and I hadn’t yet developed the inner
musculature to hold it in for a long time. So I waited till halfway through a
period, then went.
The annoyance factor was consistently high. Changing pads, wet crotch,
darting into washrooms…for a while I feared I’d never dry up, though I
continued to do my Kegels daily.
Strangely enough, shortly after arriving home, I was using fewer and
fewer pads and making less frequent trips to washrooms. I concluded that
the walking in Europe and being forced at times to stem the tide had done
the trick. Not a moment too soon either. Between the cost of the trip and its
copious amounts of wonderful wine and regular purchases of pads, I was in
the red.

A month later, my hockey team won the league title. A player’s parent
sent me a photo of the joyous celebration near our blueline when the boys
piled around the league cup, holding up their index fingers indicating they
were number one. I’m in the back left of the picture. I’m leaning over the
team’s owner while the other assistant coach, the one who escorted me
across the ice two weeks after surgery, has one arm draped over my
shoulder.
I’m beaming in three parts. One part was because of winning the
championship. Another was that it seemed, at the very moment the shot was
taken, my prostate cancer had been thumped as badly as the opposition.
The third part was more mundane. Even in the excitement of the
moment, I had no urge to pee.

20 – Shutouts

Nearly four months post-op, I began running again. I heeded to the
letter the doctor’s advice as well as that of the marathoning operating room
nurse.
Waiting seemed a bit silly. For ten days I’d lugged a heavy suitcase
around Paris, Lyon and Torino. I’d unintentionally defied the two-litre bag
of milk rule and wondered if, every time I jerked baggage up a flight of
steps, my incision would explode and my urethra would dangle from my
gut.
In early May, just in case my body was waiting for an opportune
moment to rebel, I jogged ever so slowly for a couple of weeks. It took me
four short training runs to declare myself physically, though hardly
mentally, competent to enter a race. My comeback run was on Ottawa’s race
weekend in May, 2006. My brother rolled into town to join me while my
son, back from Lyon, did, too. Knowing I wasn’t in shape to go fast (and
since my brother was wickedly out of shape anyway), we chose to run the
whole 10-kilometre route as a threesome and across the finish line. We
managed to break 60 minutes which was a far cry from my usual results,
but a good deal more satisfying. The photo of us embracing seconds after
completing the race is a prized memento of my journey back to real life.
A few weeks earlier, my first post-op PSA result had been 0.0000. The
doctor made it clear the shutout was the best result I could hope for. He
explained how it was always possible for some cancer cells to have eluded
capture on Jan. 19, but it might take years for them to amount to anything.
As long as my results indicated negligible if no trace, I was in a good
position. The appointment also addressed the rapid improvement in
incontinence. I was still using pads, though sparingly, down to barely three
per day.

He prescribed a few options to deal with erectile dysfunction, too. It
was still plenty early in the game to expect anything, he said, and this could
be a two, even three, year process.
What surprised me was how much my perspective had changed on the
order of important items. Incontinence had always been first on my list
since just before surgery. I figured life without sex (of sorts) could be
managed. Life with pads, dark pants and constant trips to a toilet would
drive me bananas. Anyway, I had little choice in the matter. Sometimes you
just have to resign yourself to the way it is and cope effectively. Neither
side effect was much under my control. I could do the Kegels and take pills
like Viagra or Cialis to keep the blood flowing and the nerves tweaked.
Nature had to do its work and if nature desired to take its sweet time, there
was nothing I could about it.
Alternatives to pills, like injections or pumps, weren’t alternatives at all,
at least not this early. I could wait. Frustrating. Aggravating. But I’d wait it
out.
Buoyed by a return to running, I flung myself into a full-fledged routine
again. Two weeks after race weekend, I ran my first Father’s Day 10 km
race, The Do It For Dad prostate cancer fundraiser. It was a strange
sensation to be on the course surrounded by people who were either
survivors themselves or relatives of them. There I was, a member of the
select group. Again, my brother ran the race with me and we chopped 30
seconds from our earlier time in May.
In both races, I wore pads only to discover afterwards that I really
didn’t need them. This was a welcome relief in every sense of the word.
As that summer wore on, the prostatectomy drifted to the nether regions
of my mind. It seemed remarkable I’d spent six months of the previous 12
worrying about what procedure to have, then if I’d survive it. By the time of
my next three-month interval PSA test in August, I was confident I could
stay ahead of the cancer.
This test produced another 0.0000. So did the third and fourth ones. It
seemed I was heading in the right direction.
Yet – yet - the tinges of fear I felt just before each visit wouldn’t leave.
I’d get the blood test done two weeks before my doctor’s appointment.
Everything would be fine on my way to the hospital for the test and
afterwards. A week would pass before my mind would drift off again.

Maybe this time, on this test, there’d be no shutout. They’d find a trace.
Small or large didn’t matter. They could couch the description in all manner
of words. Call it a spike or anomaly or rarity or unexpected occurrence. A
false positive wouldn’t be good either. Finding any number other than 0 was
frightening.
You can’t hurry doctors at appointments. It’s not as if you can barge
into their offices and exclaim it’s bloody well your turn. You wait.
I made a point of arriving early for the checkups. My logic was that by
being early I’d get the news earlier and leave happy earlier. It didn’t occur
to me that arriving early usually meant waiting longer.
My surgeon seemed to be of the belief that attending to his patients on
time was a priority. I’d heard plenty of terrible stories about people waiting
interminably long times for their medical appointments. I never had that,
not even with the first urologist whose secretary was unreachable. At least
when I went to appointments with him, he was on time.
Beginning with my third post-op visit, the doctor’s first words when he
entered the room were, “Zero point zero zero zero zero. You’re doing
great.”
It would be another instance of being thankful for not being incontinent
because I was relieved enough to pee in my pants.
On the first year anniversary of the surgery, the family had a little
celebration in the kitchen we were about to renovate. We drank red wine. I
had three glasses along with a chunk of cheesecake. Two weeks later, the
surgeon told me my shutout string continued.
As it did six months later. By then, the number reporting system had
changed from a decimal figure to one that simply read zero.
I’d been doing nothing to maintain the string. At this stage, I hadn’t
read anything or been told a word to suggest diet or more French red wine
or even cheesecake would affect the PSA score. In a peculiar way, I felt
almost uncomfortable at the prospect of having had such good fortune.

21 – Ain’t no sense worryin’

Jan. 19, 2008 – I woke up this morning, a positive indicator. The late
comedian Milton Berle once said you know you’re going to have a bad day
if you wake up face down on the pavement.
At 8 am, I celebrated the moment of my prostatectomy by slurping
coffee and reading the paper. It didn’t dawn on me till I was done the sports
and news sections that my body had been practically eviscerated not so long
ago.
The scar has faded and you’d need to look awfully closely to tell
anything had happened down there. And since I only let one other person
even sneak a peak, you’ll have to take my word for it: the evidence is
underwhelming.
It would be far more interesting and literary to spread open my soul and
proclaim my martyrdom for the sake of my fellow men. The sad truth is,
I’m no martyr. I haven’t even had too bad a run in this post-prostatectomy
business.
Two nights ago, the local prostate association held its monthly meeting.
They gave out their annual Dried Prostate Award, which really is a
basketball-sized replica of a prostate. It goes to a person or organization to
have made a significant contribution to prostate cancer awareness. The
winner was a family that had been the principal donors to a new cancer
assessment centre in Ottawa. This is a place where newly diagnosed
patients can get more thorough and quicker diagnoses. Mine, I’m told now,
was fairly fast by the standards of the day in 2005. Remember, when I saw

the first urologist in July, the fellow who unloaded the C word on me, he
offered me up for surgery as early as September.
I could be cynical and state he needed the money or the practice. Fact is
though, he genuinely believed I was a prime prostatectomy case, with a
good chance of long term success and minimal complications. He was right.
He just didn’t get the chance to do the surgery himself.
After the award was presented, about 40 men participated in a
discussion. I heard more than I wanted to about the hardships many have
had to endure. Secondary cancers, hormone treatments, radiation. Cancer
returning. None scared me, except that last one. For I knew that next week
I’d be going for my next PSA test, and annual ones thereafter. What if…
I’d be lying if I said I never contemplate the prospect of the cancer
recurring. But at this point, it sometimes seems like an unfair, almost
selfish, thought.
A friend’s brother in Montreal is in palliative care after five years
fighting off cancer that’s ravaged him. He’s a year older than me. Who am I
to whine?
On Nov. 27, my wonderful dear Mom died of complications related to
Alzheimer’s and pneumonia. Her departure has rocked my world. She left
never knowing of my experience. My brother and I decided together that
her ongoing health problems and our Dad having to deal with it were plenty
for them both. Dad hasn’t yet been told about his elder son’s prostate
adventure, but that will come in the next few weeks when I go to tell him
about this book.
Two days before Mom died, I had a few moments alone with her.
Everyone else stepped out of the hospital room. Even though she was in a
deep sleep and unresponsive, I couldn’t bring myself to tell her.
Instead I whispered to her, “Mom, you always said I should write a
book. I have. And it’s going to be published. And I’m dedicating it to you.”
Everything’s a perspective.
Jan. 23, 2008 – At 7:30 am, I arrived at the Ottawa Hospital, Civic
campus, for my two-year PSA test. The nice thing about getting it done
through the hospital is that I don’t have to pay for it anymore. While an
absurd battle rages with the provincial government over getting PSA tests
covered by the provincial health plan, I ceased paying four years ago. Still,
the idea of it rankles.

Even the street parking at this hour was free.
On my short walk from the car to the lab, I carried on a brief inner
conversation with my Auntie Jeanne.
“I’m asking you – again – to stay at zero. Please,” I begged. “No hints –
no traces – no blips – no false positives – no anomalies. Just stay clear.” Of
course, there was no response. That would have been just plain weird.
I had a brief wait before the young woman called me in to take the
sample. She made small talk about the weather, which happened to be
lovely that morning. I watched her withdraw the blood and noted how she
labeled the specimen. Within ten minutes, I was done.
Back at school, I spent the morning silently praying to some unknown
God of Auntie Jeannes for one more shutout.
Nothing changes with this. Nothing will. I’ll be anxious before every
Auntie Jeanne test and anxious awaiting each result. It didn’t occupy my
every thought that day, though there were moments when it drifted into
becoming an overriding concern.
And what, pray tell, will my reaction be on Feb. 8, the date of my next
appointment with the surgeon, if he says there’s a hint of an elevated PSA?
I have no idea. I haven’t really considered the possibility.
This is the troubling thing about dealing with stuff that’s out of my
control. I need to learn to live by the immortal words of former major
league baseball player Mickey Rivers. His quote is one I often use in sports
with athletes and coaches.
“Ain’t no sense worryin’ ‘bout things you can control ‘cause if you can
control ‘em, ain’t no sense worryin’.
“Ain’t no sense worryin’ ‘bout things you can’t control ‘cause if you
can’t control ‘em, ain’t no sense worryin’.”
Feb. 8, 2008 – I’ve been a wreck most of the week. Control or not, I’ve
let the impending test results get to me. In short, I ‘been worryin’.
I arrive at 1 pm for a 1:15 appointment. There are nine people in the
waiting area. Two seats away, a man is napping. How long has he been
here?
A few magazines on the table, two from just last month. Wait…a New
Yorker from May, 2007. I flip through it reading only the cartoons.
Everything else will surely be outdated.

My stomach rumbles. A distraction…I snatch a Maclean’s from last
month. Not much there to catch my eye except for another marvelous essay
by Mark Steyn who’s embroiled in a silly Human Rights case over his
book. I read a paragraph, look around the room, read another, look some
more…I find myself going back over two-syllable words and rereading.
Silly. At this rate, I’ll finish the article at dinner time.
It’s 1:29. He’s never been late. I see him duck into an office across the
hall, which has to mean I’m next. Sure enough, less than a minute later, I’m
ushered into room A335.
Why not just give me the result now? Everything else can wait. Still
worryin’.
He’s next door with another patient. I read a poster on the wall beside
me. It proclaims, “95% of prostate cancer is curable if detected and treated
in its early stages.”
Hmm…do they mean 95% of the cancer is curable, leaving 5% to
render us sick? Or 95% of all prostate cancer cases? It needs clarification.
There’s another poster showing the male gut before and after a
prostatectomy. I stare at it, but why? Nostalgia?
At 1:40, I decide to visit the washroom across the hall. I don’t really
need to go though it gives me something to do. No magazines in the
examination room and the poster content has worn thin.
I hear him finish up with the other patient, then he enters. He reviews
my file for a few seconds before he says the magic words.
“Undetectable.”
This is medical talk for no trace of Auntie Jeannes. I don’t know if he
can see it in my face, however I feel my colour returning.
We talk about drips, the last vestiges of incontinence, which has been a
non-issue for quite some time. We discuss the return of full erectile
function, which, statistically, may still be a year away. The little pills I’ve
been taking will need to continue. That plus a referral to a specialist in the
field. Fine with me. He cites the example of one patient who, suddenly,
three years post-op got full function back. Clearly nature’s not worryin’.
My next appointment is in a year.
Phone calls: Wife – She says she knew all along. What, did she phone
ahead?
Daughter – She congratulates me. I accept although I know I didn’t do a
thing. Son’s overseas and it’s bedtime where he is. I’ll call later.

My brother in Toronto – I tell him I got another shutout. He’s thrilled
for me.
This weekend, he and I will sit down with Dad and finally tell him
everything for he’s never known. I’ll tell him why I couldn’t say anything
while our dear Mom was alive and suffering from Alzheimer's. She
wouldn’t have understood. She used to panic if I coughed on the phone. She
could not have handled the worry and, by extension, I feared Dad wouldn’t
have either.
We will cry, my brother, Dad and I. We will cry for Mom and for the
secret I kept from my parents.
And then – then – we will hug, tightly. As I will hug my kids, my wife,
and our new puppy, embracing one of life’s victories.
No sense worryin’ anymore. Maybe this is a good time to run out and
buy a chrysanthemum.

22 - Life as a poster boy
Each year on January 19th, I celebrate. For the first few years, I toasted
myself at 8 am, the very hour of what could have been my demise. It wasn't,
of course, and over the years since the surgery, the re-birthdays have
become less and less cause for overt displays of wanton carousing. Instead,
I send email or text reminders to loved ones who remember the date all too
clearly.
Well, except my brother who annually remarks, "Oh right. Is the
anniversary today? Wow. What a snowstorm when I came in for you! Did I
tell you about that snowstorm the night I took the train?"
As luck and probably good surgical technique would have it, my annual
PSA tests have come up empty. Shutouts all. If there's a hint of a surviving
cancer cell floating about my gut, I don't know about it and neither does my
doctor. In the marvelous world of medical euphemology (the study of using
words to make rotten news sound acceptable), the PSA score is, to date,
undetectable. In other words, I won the prostate lottery.
Meanwhile, in a bit of irony, much good has come of it. The book's
print version became my Dad's pride and joy. Indeed, Jimmy and I sat down
with him one afternoon in 2008, four months after our mother died. I
presented him with the pre-print draft. The cover naturally gave it all away.
There were tears, hugs and assurances that I was fine. A few weeks later, I
phoned Dad from the parking lot of the printing company as I'd just picked
up a box of copies. It was real, I sobbed on the phone. I kept my promise to
our mother.
For over three years, till he left us on July 8, 2011, Dad flogged the
book to just about anyone he met. I would have given him a cut, I said, but
all the proceeds were going to the prostate cancer group in Ottawa.
The first printing jumped out of its boxes for nearly a year thanks to
some marvelous newspaper reviews like the one in the Globe and Mail and
interviews on radio and TV. We were mailing copies throughout North
America as well as to Europe and Australia. The Ottawa prostate cancer
group, now called PCCN Ottawa, hawked it at every event they were
invited to. I was called upon to be a guest speaker at numerous cancer
events. Seemed I'd become somewhat of a poster boy for prostate cancer.

This wasn't a role I took lightly. I tried ever so hard to pepper speeches and
readings with witty remarks and clever double entendres. Sometimes it
worked. Others, not so much.
I addressed one very large assembly in a church basement on a hot June
evening. They were having a free spaghetti dinner and hundreds showed up,
about 90% of whom I estimate either didn't know what prostate cancer was
nor did they care. Besides, a lot were francophone and most of my oneliners missed the mark. I did a short reading from the book, nearly shouting
into the mike to get over the background cacophony of dinner conversation.
Still, at the end, we sold a few books, including one to a woman who'd been
sitting at the back, about two football fields away. She'd heard nothing of
the reading except two words: prostate cancer. Her husband had just been
diagnosed and so she ran up to buy a copy.
Then there was the cancer support group near London, Ontario, whose
leader invited me in to speak as a survivor. They paid for my train trip and
so I somewhat expected a large gathering. A fellow who'd had 13 - 13! prostate biopsies picked me up and drove me to the hospital where we were
meeting. I'd dragged along a box of 60 books, assuming a crowd.
Not quite accurate. There were about a dozen sprinkled about the room,
which made it look even sparser. A few were merely there for interest. You
know, famous author speaking and all. Two had prostate cancer. I managed
to stretch the reading and talk to about 90 minutes. The lady in charge then
offered to drive me back to the train station. In her car was a photo taped to
the dashboard of, I guessed, her son. Nice looking boy, I remarked. How
old is he? Looks about 14. (Teachers are quite adept at guessing kids' ages).
He was 13, she replied, when he died in January of a brain tumor. Which is
why she runs these little sessions. She told me about his cancer, how it had
come, gone, then returned after a two year hiatus to finally kill him. I spent
the rest of the drive in silence.
My journey has not been alone. I've stuck with my benefactors of the
local prostate cancer group, PCCN Ottawa, whose newsletter I edited from
2007 to mid 2015. I don't know at what point one can stop being thankful
for support, but these people are uncommonly good-hearted. I'm still one of
the younger ones and still prone to doing goofy things like running long
distances when other members are satisfied with less. I, too, will get there.
The really of this disease is that people die from it. This book's
illustrator, Marc Guertin, died in November of 2009. Not a week before,

he'd emailed me about his sudden loss of energy, from working out weekly
to barely being able to climb the stairs. I visited him in the hospital on a
Saturday afternoon and I knew the end was coming. He passed hours later
without my having a chance for one more conversation.
Since then, a number of our members have also succumbed. Two in
particular, Elie and Ludwick, had been vibrant and active volunteers with
the group. Both had advanced cancers yet had managed to stave off the end.
When I learned they'd been hospitalized, I visited each. Sadly, Elie died two
days after my visit and Ludwick three. The dark humour around me now is
that if your cancer returns, you do not want Richard visiting you. At all!
These days, surgical procedures are a far cry from what they were on
January 19, 2006. My surgeon said at the time he was quite content with his
open technique skills till technology was perfected. And now it's come. A
robotic procedure called da Vinci enables the surgeon to avoid many of the
potential hazards and complications associated with the slicing and dicing I
underwent. I suppose the time is not far off when a doctor in Toronto will
be able to remotely direct and control instruments for a surgery in
Vancouver, even one in the U.S.A., so long as one's passport is in order. It's
certainly remarkable progress.
Meanwhile, a debate still rages about the value of PSA testing, at what
age, and then what to do about results and possible treatment. The problem
with medical debates, aside from the use of medical jargon none of which is
entertaining, is that it's patient-specific. My case is not like anyone else's
and no two are alike. Similar maybe, but not the same.
This is why I don't indulge in such debates. Do I believe in the PSA?
Yes, because it helped me. But that was in 2005 when the prostate cancer
world was different. There weren't even iphones back then. Imagine! There
was a world before iphones.
Still, cancer is cancer. Every now and then, I wonder if an errant
prostate cancer cell floats about seeking a home. What to do about it? Not
much really. No amount of blueberries or protein shakes will alter my
interior landscape enough to stop it. I'm almost certain that one day,
something will get me. I say this because it seems to be true everywhere I
look. Smart people die. Stupid people die. Rich people die. Poor people die.
Even doctors die, which is very disconcerting.
No matter. I have a wonderful wife, two fantastic kids who married
marvelous people, and gorgeous grandchildren. If I didn't keep getting

hamstring injuries from running, life would be perfect.
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